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KaTOUi,ry(Jat TOV X pt(JTOV bta. Trye; TrL(JTf.We; €V Tat<; Kap<5i,at<; 'vJLWV· tv 
o"(chV fPpt(WILEVOt Kat, TflhILf.ALWILivot 'iva €~t(Jxv(JTJT€ KaTaAa(J{(J(}at 
(JVV Tram Tote; 'b"{LOL<; TL TO Tr Acha<; Kai ILryKa<; Kat 'iJ',pa<; Kat (Ja(}a<;, 
"(vwva{ Tf. TrW 'inrf.p(JaAAOV(Jav Try<; "(VW(JW<; cl"(aTrrw TOO x PL(JToV, 
'iva Tr ATJPW(Jryn f.i<; TrQVTO Tr )"fJPWILa TOO (}f.OO. 
EIIIETOAH npOE E~EEIOlE . 
That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith; that ye, being rooted and grounded in 
love, may be able to comprehend with all saints what is the breadth, and length, and 
depth, and height; and to know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye 
may be filled with all the fulness of God. 
The letter to the Ephesians 3:17-19. 
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Introduction 
In the 1980s, Simon Donaldson discovered a way to calculate invariants of smooth structures 
using the solutions of a particular partial differential equation, namely the solutions to anti-self 
dual (ASD) equations. 
Given a compact 4-manifold X and a SU(2) vector bundle 11" : E --+ X with 
(c2(E), [Xl) = k, 
he looked at all connections A which satisfied the ASD equation 
*F(A) = -F(A) 
or 
F(A)+ = O. 
Although this is an infinite dimensional space, it has many symmetries given by the gauge group 
9 consisting of all bundle automorphisms of E. From work done by Sir Michael Atiyah, Nigel 
Hitchin, Isadore Singer, Gerard t'Hooft and many others, it was known that the moduli space 
Mk , i.e. the space of all ASD connections modulo the gauge group 9, was finite dimensional. In 
particular, the dimension was given by 
using index theory in [7], where the bis are the betti numbers of X and bt the number of positive 
eigenvalues of the intersection form on the second homology of X. 
Donaldson had the idea of forming a universal bundle [ ---+ X x M by 
1. pulling back the bundle E over the product X x A where A is the space of all connections 
on E giving a 9-equivariant bundle 
2. pushing this to a quotient over X x ':8, the space of all connections modulo 9 
3. restricting the result to the moduli of ASD connections. 
ix 
In fact, due to complications, he applied this technique to AdE rather than E to obtain a universal 
SO(3) bundle Ad[ over X x M. 
He reasoned that we now have a way to encode data on X into data on M. Given ~ E Hq(X), 
we may find its Poincare dual PD(~) E H4- q(X). By pulling this back to X x M we obtain a 
class in H4-q (M) 
I-'(~) = \ ~Pi(Ad[) '--" PD(~), [X]). (1) 
So given l elements ~i E Hq, (X) such that 
I 
4l- Lqi = 8k - 3 (1- bi(X) + bt(X)) 
i=i 
we can take the product of all of their I-'-classes and evaluate it over the fundamental class of M, 
i.e. work out 
This gives us a polynomial associated to X in the elements of the homology of X and is an 
invariant of the smooth structure on X under diffeomorphism. 
There are snags with this construction. First, that the manifold M is rarely compact; we have 
to make some kind of compactification in order to make sense of the fundamental class [M]. The 
second problem is the nature of the calculation of these polynomials as we are dealing with infinite 
dimensional spaces and infinite dimensional groups. 
In their pioneering book, The Geometry of 4-Manifolds [13], Donaldson and Peter Kronheimer 
detail how to find a canonical representative c E 04(X X M) of the class Pi (Ad[), we detail this 
in Section 2.3. Theoretically, we should be able to find a representative of the Donaldson I-'-map 
of a subspace ~ of X by calculating 
Ix ct\ PD(~). 
Ed Witten speculated that this was a reliable way of calculating these polynomials. 
However, the physicists also using the Donaldson polynomials as a way to understand their Topo-
logical Field Theory, tried this approach and found anomalies. The simplest of these anomalies 
was brought to my attention in the paper by Damiano Anselmi [1] in which he tries to calculate 
these polynomials using the method of representatives in the situation of X = S4 and k = 1. In 
this case, the moduli space M is contractible, hence all the I-' classes and polynomials vanish. He 
took ~ to be a point and a cylinder =: = S3 x [0,00) in the moduli space and found that the 
integral of the I-' class of ~ over :=: came out to be non-zero if the point were in the interior of 
the sphere. He went on to show that there is some kind of linking theory within this approach 
that had not been foreseen and conjectured on a similar result for higher k. We demonstrate the 
reasons for the anomalies as a case of integrating over the wrong space. 
x 
The method that Anselmi used was that of BRST theory and he somehow incorporates the 
ADHM theory of instantons to detail a specific representative of the f..L class. 
The ADHM method of constructing instantons was a result of the twistor programme started by 
Penrose. In their famous paper [6], Atiyah and Hitchin in Britain and the Soviet Mathematicians 
Vladimir Drinfel'd and Yuri Manin adapted Jeffrey Horrocks' construction for building coherent 
sheaves to build connections out of matrix data. In Chapter 1, we detail this construction by 
expounding both on the algebraic geometric proof given by the mathematicians (in particular 
Kronheimer and Hiraku Nakajima, [20, 24, 25]) but removing the heavy dependence on spectral 
sequences by expounding the approach of the mathematical physicist Werner Nahm [23]. 
The beauty of this construction is that it establishes a 1-1 correspondence between instantons on 
S4 with instantons on 1R4 with conditions on the asymptotics at oo.It also uses finite dimensional 
data of matrices and so in theory a lot of the classical theorems should apply. However this is not 
always SOj the data is too complicated to yield very many topological results about the moduli 
spaces. 
Donaldson noticed that by considering the framed gauge group 90 consisting of all gauge trans-
formations which are the identity at a given fixed point of S4, the moduli space 
M = {F(A)+ = O} 
90 
is the hyperKahler quotient by 90 of the quaternionic space A with moment map [11 given by 
[1: A --+ nO(1R4j AdE ® A~ T*1R4) 
[1(A) = F(A)+. 
It was also discovered that the ADHM construction gives a hyperKahler reduction diffeomorphic 
to M and that there was some duality between the two situations which the physicists call T-
duality.2 This duality indicates that the representatives of the f..L-class obtained by the infinite 
dimensional construction should be exactly the same at the level of forms as those obtained by 
the finite dimensional version. This work toward showing this is given in Chapter 2. Theoretically 
this should lead to an easier way to calculate and integrate these forms. However this is far from 
true. There is no obvious parameterisation for the moduli spaces except in the case k = 1 when 
the moduli space of instantons over 1R4 is the 5 dimensional upper-half space. 
To rectify this we try to use equivariant cohomology, a tool used for calculating cohomological 
properties of symplectic quotients. We give the theory of equivariant integration in the symplectic 
case using the combined approaches by Lisa Jeffries and Frances Kirwan in [18], Victor Guillemin 
and Jaap Kalkman [14] and Ed Witten in [29]. We then try to adapt these arguments to the case 
of hyper Kahler reduction in order to- lift the calculation of integrals from the moduli space to 
the finite dimensional vector space of which the moduli space is the hyperKahler quotient. This 
takes place in Chapter 3. 
1 Yes, I'm afraid the standard notation for moment map coincides with the notation of the Donaldson map. I 
hope that the context will be clear whenever 1-£ is used. 
2 "T" standing for "target space" 
xi 
Our aim is then to use localisation formulre to express the integrals over smaller spaces, in the 
hope of creating a recursive linking theory in the case of higher charges. However the result is 
not really enlightening as we had hoped, but we do have some comfort in the fact that this agrees 
with the infinite dimensional construction of Donaldson ilUmbers and polynomials. 
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Chapter 1 
Formalising Instanton 
Construction after N ahm 
1.1 Preliminaries on Spin Geometry 
1.1.1 Spinors on vector spaces 
Let V be a real vector space of four-dimensions with an inner product (., .). Then SO(4) acts 
on V as the group of isometries. Now there is a simply-connected double cover of SO(n) namely 
Spin(n). In four dimensions, we can make the following isomorphism, 
Spin(4) ~ SU(2) x SU(2). 
Since the Lie group of special unitary transformations is involved here, we would like a way of 
comparing V with two 2-dimensional complex vector spaces with hermitian inner products on 
which each component of SU(2) x SU(2) can act. 
Let 8 be a two dimensional complex vector space with inner product and symplectic form W E 
Ac28 which has unit determinant with respect to the metric. Now, SU(2) acts On 8 as the 
symmetry group preserving metric and symplectic form. On 8, there an anti-linear endomorphism 
J E End(S) with the property that 
J2 = -ll.. 
We can define this naturally using the symplectic form w, i.e. 
(x, Jy)s =w(x,y) 
Note that if we were given such a J, we could equally define the form w using the same equation. 
The pair (8, J) has thus become a quaternionic space and so Sp(l) acts upon it. Now, Sp(1) 
1 
consists just of the unit quaternions and acts on 8 by 
\:Iv E 8. 
Each element of Sp(l) can be identified with an endomorphism of S. Using standard bases, 
Xl + X2H + X3] + X41k E Sp(l) corresponds with the transformation 
E SU(2). 
Now consider two such vector spaces 8+ and 8_ with inner products (., -)+' (., -)_ and symplectic 
forms w+ and w_ respectively. Denote by J+ and J_ their respective quaternionic structures and 
by HomJ (8+,8_) the space of A E Hom(8+, 8_) such that 
Ah=LA. 
HomJ (8+,8_) consists of precisely the matrices of the above form and this is a four dimensional 
real vector space. 
Conversely, given a four dimensional vector space V with inner product, a spin-structure on V is 
a pair of 2-dimensional hermitian vector spaces with symplectic form (8+,8_) such that 
Notice that 
Now we have an linear isomorphism 'Y: V ---+ HomJ (8+,8_), so given an orthonormal basis of V 
{el,e2,e3,e4}, set 
We can identify A2(V) with End(8+) using'Y and the facts that if e, e' E V are orthogonal unit 
vectors then 
1. 'Y(e)*'Y(e) = :0., 
2. 'Y(e')*'Y(e) + 'Y(e)*'Y(e') = O. 
So the map 'Y extends to A2(V) f-t End(8+) via 
2 
Now the Hodge *-operator in four dimensions satisfies ** = 1I. on A2(V), hence there is a decom-
position of A 2(V) into ±1 eigenspaces 
A2(V) ~ A~(V) EB A: (V). 
Under this decomposition we find that 'Y(A:'(V)) = 0 and hence 
It can also be shown that this is actually an action of the imaginary quaternions. A choice of 
basis of V will give a specific representation of ft, 1 and Ik, from a basis of A~ (V). 
Now we will write 
for 
whenever a E V and 'I/J E S+ . 
Using this, for each non-zero rp E S+ we get an isomorphism 
V ~ S_ 
x H X· rp. 
Since S_ is a complex space, we have a natural complex structure induced by rp on V, i.e. define 
J<p E End(V) by 
(J<Px) . rp = i(x· rp). 
Proposition 1.1.1 For any non-zero .A E C and rp E S+, rp and .Arp induce the same complex 
structure on V, i. e. 
Proof 
For any x E V 
( 1>.'1' x) . .Arp = i(x . .Arp) 
= .Ai(x· rp) 
= .A«J<px) . rp) 
= (J<Px) . .Arp. 
• 
What this shows is that the complex structure J<p induced on V by a spin or rp depends only on 
the orbit of rp under the action of the multiplicative group C .. , i.e. the set of all complex structures 
compatible with the metric and orientation of V is in 1-1 correspondence with IP{S+), the space 
of projectivised self dual spinors (see [7]). 
3 
1.1.2 Spin structures on four-manifolds 
Ideally, given a four-manifold X, we would like to put a spin structure on each tangent space in 
such a way as to vary smoothly across the manifold. This is always possible locally, i.e. within a 
coordinate patch on the manifold. However, this is not always possible globally. The obstruction 
to a global spin structure is the second Stiefel-Whitney class 
If this is zero and X is orientable, then a local spin structure can be extended over the whole 
manifold and the manifold is said to be spin. The number of global spin structures on a spin 
manifold is in 1 - 1 correspondence with elements of Hl(X; 71.2), so by the Hurewicz theorem, a 
simply-connected spin four manifold admits a unique spin structure. 
We now present an equivalent way of saying this (see [21]). On a four dimensional Riemannian 
spin manifold X, we have the frame bundle which is a principal SO(4)-bundle over X . We shall 
denote this by Pso. A spin structure is a lift from Pso to a principal Spin(4)-bundle, PSpin over 
X, the obstruction to this lift being the Stiefel-Whitney class W2 (this is best seen by using Cech 
cohomology [27]). Given a representation p: Spin(4)-+End(S+ E£) S_) we may form the spin 
bundles 
(If the manifold is not spin, then W+ and W- are 'virtual bundles', but the bundles W+ ® W-
and II' (W'F) always exist.) 
We also get an extension of,,/: T X -+ Hom(W+, W-). Because we are on a Riemannian manifold, 
we may identify TX with T* X using the Riesz isomorphism 
TX -+ T*X 
v I-t (v,·). 
So composing this with ,,/, we have an action of T" X and so we can regard forms on X acting on 
the spin bundles. 
On X, we may form the Levi-Civita connection V': r(T X) -+ r(T" X ® T X) This is the same as 
chOOSing an invariant vertical form A E ~V(Pso(X);50(4)). Since we make a lifting SO(4) -+ 
Spin(4), have an isomorphism 50(4) -+ 5pin(4) ,and hence can regard A E nl(PSpin(X); End(W+E£) 
W-)). In this way, the Levi Civita connection induces a connection V' on W+ and W-. 
Now, 
and we may contract this to an operator 
4 
where a I-form TJ acts via 
7} t--+ ')'(7}) on W+ 
7} t--+ -')'(7}) * on W-. 
Given a local orthonormal frame {ei} t:l' D can be written 
This is called the Dirac operator and this can be split into two operators 
and its adjoint. In local coordinates and in a local orthonormal frame 
The total Dirac operator can then be written 
1.1.3 Coupling Vector Bundles with Spin Bundles 
Let E be an U(n)-bundle over S4 (i.e. a rank n complex vector bundle with hermitian inner 
product). This forms a trivial vector bundle E over 1R4 by the identification of 1R4 with S4\00. 
Let \7 A be an anti-self dual (ASD) connection on E with covariant derivative \7 A. This pulls 
back to an ASD U(n)-connection on E over 1R4 with finite L2 energy (I\FAII < 00) since the ASD 
condition and the finite energy condition are both conformally invariant. 
Conversely, given a trivial U(n)-bundle E over 1R4 and a finite energy, ASD connection on it, we 
can recover an U(n)-bundle E over S4 by Uhlenbeck's Removable Singularities theorem (see [13]). 
Let {ei }t=l be an orthonormal basis of 1R4 and endow 1R4 with the complex structure given by 
el t--+ e2, e2 t--+ -el, 
e3 t--+ e4, e4 t--+ -e3' 
Associated to 1R4 are the spin spaces S+ and S- and these decompose with respect to the complex 
structure into orthogonal subspaces. Let {o-f }7=1 be a unitary basis for S± with respect to this 
decomposition. Let 
be the generating homomorphism of the Clifford algebra of 1R4. That is, we have an embedding 
5 
8et qi = 1'( ei) and denote Clifford multiplication by v . ¢ on the total spin space S+ E9 S-. Notice 
that 
Q~ = 8 = ~ (el . e2 ± e3 . e4) , 
Qf = J = ~ (el . e3 ± e4 . e2), 
Qt = Ik = ~ h . e4 ± e2 . e3) 
as elements of Cleven (lR4) all act trivially on S'f . Also set Qr: = n.: S± -tS± This gives an action 
of the quaternions as endomorphisms of S±. Where necessary, we will be using the spin structure 
which,in the given bases of S±, is given by 
though most of the results will obviously not depend on which spin structure we choose, as on 1R4 
and on 84 all spin structures are equivalent. Now, let 
f: 1R4-t1R 
f(x) = 1+IXI2' 
We obtain the well known conformal diffeomorphism of Riemannian manifolds 
(1R4 , g) -t (84 \ 00, can), where gx : T x 1R4 ® T x 1R4 -t1R is the metric 
gx(v, w) = 4f(x)2 (v, w) . 
Consequently the spin representation for 84 \ 00 is given by 
('YS)p: Tp(84\00)-tHomc(S+, S-) 
('Ys)p = 2f(P'h 
where p' E 1R4 is the point corresponding to p E 84\00. Now, let W+ and W- be the spinor 
bundles for 84. Restricted to 84 \ 00 ~ 1R4, these are the trivial bundles S+ and S- respectively. 
Unless stated, ® = ®c. 
Definition 1.1.2 We define ADHM data to be a collection of the following 
1. a U(k)-representation space 9-(, 
2. four self-adjoint endomorphisms Ti : 9-(-t9-(, 
3. a linear map P: Eoo -t9-( ® S+ ; 
such that 
1. 0 = [T, TJ+ + (PP*)o, where (PP*)o is that part of PP* that lies in End((k) ® su(S+); 
6 
2. the map 
~: J{ ® S- EB E-+J{ ® S+ 
of bundles trivial over 1R4 , defined by 
is surjective. 
Each set of ADHM data yields a bundle E = ker ~ over 1R4 isomorphic to E via v: E-+E, 
together with an ASD connection given by 
Denote this connection by A(T, P). We now calculate the second Chern class of E. 
Lemma 1.1.3 The second Chern class of E over S4 is k. 
Proof 
(After [3, 13]) Id~ntify 1R4 in the usual way with IH. We have been using the bundle map 
~: Ck ® S- EB Eoo-+Ck ® S+ 
of bundles trivial over 1R4 defined by 
We may regard S+ and S- as copies of IH and that the spin structure "(* acts as left multiplication. 
We may then define ~IP: Ck ® IH EB Eoo-+Ck ® IH, a map of bundles trivial over 1R4 x 1R4 = 1H2 by 
where the Qt are the quaternions acting as described in Section 1.1. Let h E lH,then 
(~IP)(hx,hY) = h(~IP)(x,y) 
and so the kernel of (~IP)(hx,hY) can be identified with the kernel of (~IP)(x,y) for any (x,y) E 1H2. 
Therefore we can divide out by the equivalence relation 
(x, y) '" (x', y') {:::=} 3h E IH such that 
x, = hx and y' = hy 
to get ~IP: V-+o/, a map of bundles over IHIP! = S4. 
Now the trivial bundle Ck ® S- EB E -+ IHIP! decomposes as 
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The kernel of ::Rf is precisely the extended bundle generated by the kernel of ::R hence isomorphic 
to E over 84 . Now::Rf is surjective, and the image of (::Rf)(a:,y) is isomorphic to k copies of the 
line lH(x, y). Hence 
k 
im (::R") ~ EDl=l K, 
where K is the tautological line bundle over 1H1P1 whose fibre over the line l is the line l. we have 
an isomorphism of bundles over 84 
Hence equating the total Chern class we have 
and 
Using the standard conventions cz(K) = -1, so the result follows. 
• 
This shows the purpose of the parameter k in the data. We now state the famous theorem about 
the ADHM construction. 
Theorem 1.1.4 Any ASD connection on E over 1R4 with finite energy is A(T, P) for some 
ADHM data. Further, the bundle E over 84 will have 
r cz(E) = k. 184 
Our goal is to prove this theorem. 
1.2 Conformal Invariance 
1.2.1 The Dirac Operator 
The Dirac operator, 1) , on the spinor bundles over 1R4 can be coupled with A to give 
\efined on simple elements by 
his has formal adjoint 
1):4: nO(1R4; E ® S-)~nO(1R4; E ® S+). 
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By the Weitzenbock-Lichnerowitz formula, we have 
1)A1) A = V'A V' A - Ft + ~ (1.1) 
where Ft is the self dual part of the curvature of V' A and s is the scalar curvature of \R4 . We 
have Ft = 0 since A is A8D and s = 0 since \R 4 is flat. Hence we have 
(1.2) 
We consider solutions of 
(1.3) 
The Dirac operator, 1) AS, on 84 is related to 1) A by 
(1.4) 
80 an element in the kernel of PA corresponds to an element of the kernel of 1)AS and vice 
versa. Also, sections of E over 84 correspond to L2 sections of E over \R 4 . Now 1):4.s is an elliptic 
operator on a compact manifold, so has finite dimensional kernel. Pulling this back to \R4 , W:4. 
has a finite dimensional kernel. 
By the Atiyah-8inger index theorem 
dim ker 1)A = ind 1):4. = #c2(E) = k, 
since 1) A is injective. Hence we can find an L2-unitary basis, {"pdf=l of 
1{ = ker 1):4. I . 
L2(lO(1R4;E0S- ) 
On 84 , set .GA to be the conformal connection Laplacian (CCL). This is given by 
.GA = V'~)V' A + 2, 
where (*) denotes the adjoint with respect to the spherical metric, and conformally transforms to 
IV'A V' AI-Ion \R4 . The operator .GA is elliptic, formally self-adjoint and strictly positive, hence 
is invertible with integral kernel kA which satisfies 
When x is close to y. From this fact we get two useful ideas: 
1. We obtain an integral operator'G A with kernel derived from kA (we just put finite values 
in kA ) which has the property that over \R4 
for any smooth compactly-supported section s of E. 
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2. Given any vEE, there is a unique smooth covariant constant section s of E over 1R4 such 
that sv(x) = v + O(lxl-2 ) and 1I~(x)11 = O(lxl- l ). We obtain this by pulling back the 
solution on S4 whose value at infinity is v. However, these sections are not in L200(1R4; E), 
so we multiply them by the scaling factor f ~ to obtain for any vEE, a unique smooth 
section s of E over 1R4 such that sv(x) = O(lxl-3 ) and 11~(x)11 = O(lxl-4), such that 
1.2.2 The space J( 
Let 9i be the space of solutions of (1.3) and NiH=l be a unitary basis of 9i. Define 
as the obvious embedding 
The adjoint to this is an integral operator defined by 
(1)!*</>,Z)Ck = (</>, I)!z)£2 = r (</>, I)!z)E0W- dvol i IR4 
for all Z E Ck • So we have the identities 
I)! * I)! = :n.Ck, 
1):4 I)! = 0, 
(1)!1)!*)2 = I)! I)! * . 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1. 7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
Equation (1.9) tells us that I)!I)!* is unitary projection onto iml)! = 9i. But this unitary projection 
is also obviously given by the integral operator 
since by (1.2) 
Now, we want to consider the behaviour of I)! near 00. 
Any solution of (1.3) on 1R4 satisfies 
This is because 'ljJ corresponds to a solution of 
1):4 s = ° 
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on 84 by conformal invariance which has bounded pointwise norm, so 
17/J(x) I If(x)~s(x)1 $ (1 :~;!)~ 
const 
< lXP' 
Following [13], we will write Is(x)1 = O'(lxl- l ) if Is(x)1 = O(lxl-l ) and Ids(x)1 = O(lxl-l - l ). 
Given any 4> E 9-C, we can transform it back to the sphere and evaluate it at infinity. Consequently, 
we have a natural evaluation map ev: 9-C--+(E ® W-)oo' 
1.3 Spinors at infinity 
1.3.1 Spinors on 84 
Now, regarding 84 as IHlPl, i.e. 
where for any x, y E IH 
x '" y <=> y i: 0 and x = y-l. 
The identification is a natural orientation reversal, and the transition map is 
x 
x f-+ IIxll 2 
Using the orientation reversing map between the tangent spaces to the sphere at 0 and 00, we 
obtain an identification e: (W+ EEl W-)oo--+S- EEl S\' since the orientation reversal reverses the 
action of 8pin( 4). That is, the fibre at infinity of W± is the space S"'f. In particular, for any 
pEE ® W- at 00 and any a E CLeven {lR4), c(o' + *O')p is identified with (a - *O')cp in E ® W+ 
at O. 
Proposition 1.3.1 There is a linear map a: ck --+ E ® W- 00 such that near 00 (i. e. outside 
some sufficiently large compact set containing 0), IlT has the form 
,T. _ xca 0'( -4) 
'J' - 4 + r . 
, 7fr 
Proof 
For any h E S+, the singular section Sh E [2°(84 ; W-) given by 
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satisfies ~* Sh = ° and is O'(lxl-3 ) near infinity. Now the evaluation map ev tells us the behaviour 
of any 4> E J{ near infinity and specifically tells us the part of 4> that varies as Ixl-3 . So if 
ev( 'l/J) = p ® h for 'l/J E J{ then, near infinity, 'l/J has the form 
(1.11) 
Hence in a neighbourhood of infinity, 'II has the form 
(1.12) 
where Q = evW: (}-+(E ® W-)oo . • 
1.3.2 Some Spinor Analysis 
Although a change of gauge can affect the asymptotic behaviour of a connection, we will always 
trivialise the bundle E over S4 in a neighbourhood of 00 such that 
for a multi-index l of sufficient order.In particular, the curvature has norm O(lxl-4). Also, we 
can regard p E Eoo ® S+ as a section of E ® S+ over 0<4, via x H (x, p), in which case, in the 
above local trivialisation 
(1.13) 
This allows us to examine the asymptotic behaviour of the Green's operator on harmonic spinors. 
Proposition 1.3.2 Outside a compact subset of 0<4 containing 0, 
(1.14) 
Proof 
We find ~ A ~A has the form 
~ A ~A = 'VA 'V A + curvature terms (1.15) 
by another Weitzenbock argument. Also, for e E 00(S4; E ® W-), we have 
(1.16) 
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So using (1.11) and (1.13) for cjJ E J{ with ev(cjJ) = p, near infinity 
cjJ(X) = x4P + O'(lxl-4 ) by (1.3.1) 1fT 
1)A 1):4 4 x 2P+ -;1)AP 1fr 1rr 
- x 2 1):41)AP - 2 X/L2 qll(FA)/LIIP + O'(lxr4) 
1rr 1rr 
using (1.16) 
Now apply the Green operator to both sides to get 
(1.17) 
Thus we have the identity 
as required. • 
1.4 Setting up the data 
1.4.1 The map T 
Let Ti : Ck ---tCk , i = 1 ... 4 be the unitary transformations given by 
(1.18) 
understanding that we first project Xi \l1 to the L2 sections. We examine the Lie brackets of these 
transformations 
(1.19) 
where 
(1.20) 
Lemma 1.4.1 
(1.21) 
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Proof 
We have 
(1.22) 
Using (1.10) and setting {(I'}~=l to be the canonical unitary basis of Ck , we find for each z E Ck 
[Ti,TjJz = -~*X[i~AGA ~AXjl~ = ~*X[i~AGM;l~ 
using (1.22) and (1.8) 
r / X[i~AGAq;l~z, ~(I') dvol(1' i~\ E®W-
using the formula for ~* 
Now, we have 
(1.23) 
To see this, just expand the lhs and use the fact that A is compatible with the metric. Hence by 
(1.23) we have 
= r /qfjGA~Z,q7J~(I') dvol·(1' iR,4 \ E®W+ 
- lim r /Rx qfjGA~z'Xil~(I') dAR' (I' 
R-+oo isR(o) \ E®W-
by Stokes' theorem and (1.22). 
Thus 
-~*q[iq;PA~z + lim r / X[i Rx q;PA~z, ~(I') dAR' (I" R-+oo iSR(O) \ E®W-
-~*Q(iq;PA~Z+ lim r /X[i RX q;lGA~z, XRc~(I') dAR .(1' R-+oo isR(o) \ 7r E®W-
+ lim O(R- 1 ), 
R-+oo 
and by Prop (1.3.1) 
[Ti,TjJz = -~*q[iq;PA~Z+ lim r /X{iq;lGA~z, cRa2 (1') dAR .(1" R-+oo isR(o) \ 7r E®W-
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By (1.14) and Prop (1.3.1) 
Then, 
[Ti' Tj ] z = -q,*q[iqipA'Pz 
+4\ lim r IR\R()[iqijR()lqleaZ,ea(tt) R3 d() . (tt 
7r R-too iss \ E/8>W+ 
-q,*%qiPAq,Z - 4~2 (Iss ~l()[id()) a*e*(qiqjj)caz 
- 2~2 (Isa ()1()W'ljjd()) a*e*eaz. 
Now 
so we finally obtain 
[Ti' Tj]z = -q,*%qiPAq,Z - ~a*e*(q~qjj)eaz, 
or in more Clifford algebraic form 
[Ti,Tj]z q,*e[i . ejjGAq,z + ka*e*(e[i .ejj)caz 
= 2q,*ei' ej . GAq,Z + ia*e*ei . ej . eaz. 
1.4.2 The map P and the ADHM Equations 
Set a = ea: Ck ----t Eoo ® S+. Since S+ e! C EEl C, a has the form 
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(1.24) 
(1.25) 
• 
(1.26) 
Now calculating each of the [Ti, Tj]s explicitly using the representation stated in Section 1.1.1, 
we find 
Proposition 1.4.2 
[TI ,T2] + [T3,T4] = -~ (al*al - a2*(2) 
[TI , T3] + [T4, T2] = -t (a2*al - al *(2) 
[TI , T4] + [T2, T3] = -~ (a2*al + al *(2). 
Define P: Eoo -----+Ck ® S+ to be the map 
This is just the image of a* under the isomorphism 
(Eoo ® S+)* ® Ck = Eoo * ® (S+) * ® Ck ~ Eoo * ® S+ ® Ck 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
via the symplectic form on S+. We have the first data for the ADHM construction according to 
[13], that is: 
I ADHM data Our si-tuation 
a U(k)-representation space ~ 
self-adjoint endomorphisms Ti : ~-----+~ W*XiW 
We need to show that we truly have ADHM data. 
First the condition that 
[T, T]+ + (PP*)End(Ck)®l!u(S+) = O. 
This is a calculation involving our chosen spin representation. We check this componentwise by 
examining P P* and its relationship with 8,], Ik or their spin representatives Qt, Qt, Qt given 
earlier. These are given by the matrices 
Qt = (~i ~), Qt = (~1 ~), Qt = (~i ~i). 
By taking traces in the spinor parts, we have 
(PP*)I = ~trs+ ((Qt)* PP*) = -~(a;al - a~(2) 
(PP*)J ~trs+ ((Qt)* PP*) = -~(a~al - ai(2) 
(PP*)PK ~trs+ ((Qt)* PPS) = -~(a;al + ai(2) 
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which one may compare with the expressions for [Ti, Tj ] given above in equations 1.27-1.29 and 
readily see that the first ADHM condition is satisfied using the fact that 
[T,T]+ = -([TI ,T2]+[T3,T4J)®Qt 
-([TI ,T3 ] + [T4 ,T2J) ® Qt 
-([TI , T4] + [T2 , T3J) ® Qt· 
Hence we have fulfilled the first requirement in Definition (1.1.2). 
1.5 Constructing the new connection 
1.5.1 The map :R and its properties 
Set 
Proposition 1.5.1 ~ is a surjective bundle map. 
Proof 
(1.30) 
Suppose that ~ is not surjective. We have by (3.4.8) of [13] an orthogonal decomposition of Ck 
into V' EB V" such that the Ti split as T/ EB T/, with T/ commuting with T} for each i, j. As 
Donaldson and Kronheimer explain, such data gives a reducible connection. We are assuming 
that E is irreducible, and hence ~ must be surjective. • 
From this, we see that we have the full ADHM data, 
1. [T,T]+ + (PP*)End(Ck)®5U(S+) = 0 by Proposition 1.4.2 
2. ~ is surjective. 
Also 
(1.31) 
which is an easy identity to prove using Proposition 1.4.2. 
1.5.2 The New Connection 
Now we construct the new connection. 
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Assume for the moment that E is isomorphic to E, we will construct an isomorphism later. Let 
v: E--t(} ® S- EI1 E be an embedding of EasE and set l' = (:R:R*)-l which is well-defined by 
surjectivity of:R. We have the identities 
v*v =:n.~ (1.32) 
and 
(1.33) 
which are analogous to equations (1. 7) and (1.10). Now define a new connection 'D on the bundle 
Eby 
'D = v*dv. 
Proposition 1.5.2 The new connection, 'D, is anti self-dual. 
Proof 
This is yet another calculation. 
Now, we have the identity 
* a * a * a m* m a v -vv --v = -v -.I\. l' J\,--v 
aX[i aXj] aX[i aXj] 
using (1.33) and a
a 
aa = o. 
xli Xj] 
a
a :R*(s) = qls EI1 0 = £(qIS) 
Xl 
where £ is the obvious inclusion. 80 using this and 
a a a 
0= -a (:Rv) = -a (:R)v + :R-
a 
(v), Xl Xl Xl 
we have 
['D i , 'Djls = V*£q[iqj]1'£*vs, 
which is anti self-dual as hoped because l' commutes with the qi and their adjoints. 
(1.34) 
(1.35) 
(1.36) 
(1.37) 
• 
The next step is to show that this is the covariant derivative associated to A, in order to do this 
we set up an explicit formula for v. 
Proposition 1.5.3 Let s E nO(1R4; E) be the pull back of a section of E over 84. Then 
GA(V' A)PAS + ~(XiGAs - GAXiS) 
= kA(oo,x)ev (GA(V' A)PAB + ~(XiGAs - GAXiS)) 
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(1.38) 
Proof 
First, we have 
Then 
So, we know that 
£lA(XiGA)S = -(V' A)j(V' A)jXiGAS = -2(V' A)PAS + XiS 
==> £lA(XiGAS - GAXi S) = -2(V' A)PAS. 
GA(V' A)PAS + ~(XiGAS - GAXi S) E ker £lA i . 
84\00 
Let this evaluate to pEE at infinity. Then kA (00, x)p is also a solution of 
£lMP = 0, lim cjJ(x) = p. 
x--+oo 
The result then follows by the uniqueness of solutions. 
As an immediate corollary, we have 
Proposition 1.5.4 
Proof 
• 
(1.39) 
Clearly for all e E Ck , We satisfies the hypothesis of (1.5.3), so all we need to do is to evaluate 
GAqiJ)AGAqi w + ~qi [x, GAl qiw = GA (qiJ)AGAqi W - ~qixqiW ) + ~qixGAqiW 
at infinity. First observe that 
Hence, 
Hence near infinity, 
J):4GAW +x*w 
2 J):4 (~r2w + O'(lxl-2)) + x*w by (1.14) 
-x*w + O(lxl-3 ) + x*w 
O(lxl-3 ). 
GA (qiJ)AGAQiW - ~qixqiw) = O(lxl-1). 
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(1.40) 
Now 
Hence 
ev (GAqiJ)AGAqi\J! + ~qi [X, GAl qi\J!) = - 4:' 
and the result follows by (1.5.3). 
This leads to 
Proposition 1.5.5 
Proof 
This is just another simple calculation. 
-GA \J!\J!*Xi\J! + y*GA \J! 
by (1.14) 
by (1.3.1) 
-GAX*\J! + GAqiJ)AGA J):4Xi\J! + y*GA \J! by (1.10) 
GA(y - x)*\J! - GAqiJ)AGAqi\J!. 
Hence by (1.39) 
GAqi\J!(Ti+Yi) = GA(Y-X)*\J!+ 4~kA(oo,x)a+~qnx,GAlqi\J! 
as required. 
= GA(Y-X)*\J!-X*GA\J!+GAX*\J!+~kA(oo,x)a by (1.40) 
47r 
(y - X)*GA\J! + 4~kA(oo,x)a 
Define V: nO(1R4; E)---tCk ® s- EB Eoo by 
V*(e ® 4>, e) = 47rI\';(GA \J!e ® 4» - kA(OO, ·)e. 
and the associated bundle map v: E---tCk ® S- EB E is given by 
where I\'; is spinor contraction with the symplectic form. 
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• 
• 
Lemma 1.5.6 
v*:J<* = 0 
Proof 
Let (c ® ¢)y E Ck ® S+, then 
So 
Now, the spinor contraction has the following property for any v E CI(1R4) 
~(a ® w . b) = ~(w . a ® b) 
or, for a E S+ and b E S-
~h'(w)a ® b) = ~(a ® 'Y(w)*b) 
for w E 1R4. From this we see that 
v*:J<*(c® ¢)y 47r~(G Miw(Tic + YiC) ® ¢) (y) - kA(Y, oo)P*(c ® ¢) 
47r~ (((y - X)*GAwc + 4~ kA(OO, x)a:c) ® ¢) Ix=y 
-kA(Y, oo)P*(c ® ¢) 
by (1.5.5) 
= 0 
since P*(c ® ¢) = ~(a:c ® ¢) and kA is symmetric. 
(1.41) 
(1.42) 
(1.43) 
• 
This formula for v* is obviously independent of choices of complex structure on 1R4 and represen-
tation of Spin(4). We now prove that it is related in a particularly nice way to the kernel of GA, 
and from that deduce that it is indeed an isometry of E onto E. We need however a formula for 
Vj this is not so easy to describe independently of complex structure. 
In the standard complex structure on 1R4 , and with respect to the splitting of S± with respect to 
this complex structure, V: OO(1R4 j E)---+Ck ® S- \B Eoo is given by 
(1.44) 
Lemma 1.5.7 Let fy(x) = Ilx - YI12 then for any compactly supported section s E OO(1R4j E) 
(1.45) 
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Proof 
Applying AA to the rhs yields 
We now apply AA to the lhs. First notice that 
From (1.10), Wi'll: = 2(1 + (V' A)PA(V' A)i)l and so 
V*Vs(y) = 3271"2(GA(1 + (V' A)PA(V' A)i)GA)S + kA(Y, OO)GAS(OO) 
By (1.5.3) 
AA V*Vs(y) 3271"2((1 + (V' A)PA(V' A)i)GA)S(Y) + AAkA(Y, OO)GAS(OO) 
Hence 
= 3271"2GAS(Y) -1671"2(V' A)dXi, GAl s(y) 
by (1.5.3), the boundary terms vanish since 
S has compact support 
3271"2GA8(Y) - 64G AS(Y) - 1671"2 [Xi, GAl s(y) 
-3271"2GAS(Y) -1671"2 [Xi, GAl s(y) 
Since S has compact support, the boundary terms vanish and therefore by uniqueness of solutions 
• 
We now need to show that v*v = 1, this will follow from what we have done above, and thus 
prove that v is an isometry hence an isomorphism. 
Proposition 1.5.8 
Proof 
This follows immediately from the fact that 
Vs= r vxs(x)dx i'R4 
1 A physicist would call this taking the 2-trace by contracting the spin or parts 
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(1.46) 
for s E L2nO(1R4; E) and expanding the integrals involved. • 
Now using the results from [4] that for the Hodge Laplacian, d*d, on 1R4, the kernel is given by 
and 
1 -1 
k(x,y) = 41T2I1x-yIl2 +O(llx-yll ) 
kA(X,y) --+ 11. 
k(x,y) 
as x --+ y. From these we see that as x --+ y 
Hence v is an isometry. From this, (writing v(x) for va;) we have the following result 
Lemma 1.5.9 The kernel of the Green's operator for the 'D-Laplacian is given by 
Proof 
v(x)*v(y) 
k'D(x,y) = 41T211x _ Yll2 (1.47) 
Set w(x) = lI:i~1I2 and tv = vv* = lI.Ck®S-(f)E -"::R*!r::R by (1.33) and denote differentiation by 
subscripts. We need a few smaller results first. 
Claim 1.5.10 v*tvJ-L = -v*tqJ-L!r::R. 
Proof 
(of Claim (1.5.10)) This follows almost immediately from (1.33),(1.35) and the fact that v*::R* = O .
• 
Claim 1.5.11 v*tv = v*. 
Proof 
(of Claim(1.5.11)) This is immediate from the definition of tv and (1.32). • 
Claim 1.5.12 ::Rtv = O. 
Proof 
(of Claim (1.5.12)) This is immediate because tv projects onto the kernel of::R. • 
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Claim 1.5.13 v*w/lw = O. 
Proof 
(of Claim (1.5.13)) Immediate from (1.5.12). 
Now we look at how the 'D- Laplacian affects v(x)*w(x). 
8 8 
-'Di'DiV(X)*W(x) = v*-8 v(x)v(x)*-8 v(x)v(x)*w(x) 
X/l X/l 
Expanding this we find that 
-'Di'DiV(X )*w(x) 
8 8 
= v(x)*-8 w(x)-8 w(x)w(x) 
X/l X/l 
8 8 
= v(x)* -8 w(x)w(x)/lw(x) + v(x)* -8 w(x)w(x)w/l (x). 
X/l X/l 
V(X) * w( x) /lw( x) /l w(x) + v(x)* w(x )w(x) /l/l w(x) 
+v(x) * W (x )w(x) /l w/l (x) + v(x) * w(x) /lw(x )w/l (x) 
+v(x) * w(x )w(x) /l w/l (x) + v(x) * w(x )w( x)w /l/l (x). 
• 
However, the fourth term drops out by (1.5.13), and the last term also vanishes since W is obviously 
harmonic with respect to the standard Laplacian ~n 1R4. So we end up with 
By direct calculation we have 
Claim 1.5.14 
Hence 
-'Di'DiV(X)*W(X) = v(x)* ( w/lw/l + wW/l/l - 4W(X)/lI~: = ~~~) w(x) 
v(x)* ( w/lw/l + wW/l/l + 4tq/l~(x):R(x) I~: = ~~~) w(x) 
by (1.5.10) 
= * ( ~(X):R(X)) 
v(x) w/lw/l + wW/l/l + 4t(x - y) IIx _ Yl12 w(x). 
Since :R(y)w(x) = 0, we have 
* ( ~(x)(:R(x) - :R(Y))) 
-'Di'Di = v(x) w/lw/l + wW/l/l + 4t(x - y) Ilx _ Yl12 w(x) 
* ( ~(x)(x - y)*t*) 
= v(x) w/lw/l + wW/l/l + 4t(x - y) Ilx _ Yl12 w(x) 
= v(x)* (w/lw/l + wW/l/l + 4t~(x)t*) w(x) 
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since :R:R* (and hence 3") commutes with Clifford multiplication via (1.31). Now 
v(X)*(WW/-I)/-I 
-v(x)* (Wtq/-l3":R)/-I 
(since ww = w) 
= -v(x)*w/-Itq/-l3":R - v(x)* tq/-l3" /-I:R - v(x)* tq/-l3":R/-I 
(using Claim 1.5.11) 
= v(x)* tq/-l3":Rtq/-l3":R + v(x)* tq/-l3"(:R:R*)/-I3":R - v(x)* tq/-l3"q* /-It* 
v(x)* t3" (q/-l:Rtq/-l + q/-l (:R:R*)/-I) F:R - 4t3"t* 
v(x)* t3" (2q/-l:Rtq/-l + q/-lq* /-I t*:R*) 3":R - 4t3" t *. 
Since we have :Rt = (T - x)*, 
But, (1.40) shows that 
(1.50) 
hence we have corresponds to an element of the kernel of ~A s and 
(1.51) 
Putting (1.51) back into our expression for 'D/DiV(X)*W(x), we find that this collapses to zero. 
Hence 
v(x)*v(y) 
IIx - Yl12 
is 'D-harmonic. Normalising this by a factor of b, we get the desired result. • 
Our task now is to show that these two connections are at least gauge equivalent. Actually we can 
do better than that. We have shown that the Green's operator for 'D coincides with the Green's 
operator for \7 A. This means that on compactly supported sections of E over 1R4 
(1.52) 
We have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 1.5.15 Let e be a hermitian vector bundle over 1R4 and let Band B' be two unitary 
connections on e with Laplacians D..B and D..B' respectively. Then B = B' if and only if D..B = 
D..BI. 
Proof 
Obviously if B = B' then D..B = D..B'. 
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Suppose that f1B = f1 B ,. Since we are working on 1R4, we can write V' B = d + B and V' B' = d + B' 
globally. Then 
f1B = -(Oi + Bi)(Oi + Bi) 
= -(Oii + 2Bioi) + eOO (1R4)-linear terms. (1.53) 
Similarly 
f1B' = -(Oi + B'i)(Oi + B'i) 
= -(Oii + 2B'iOi ) + eOO (1R4)-linear terms (1.54) 
Since the Laplacians are equal, we have 
(1.55) 
Extracting the 1st order part of this expression, we can clearly see that 
B'i - Bi = 0 (1.56) 
for each i = 1 ... 4. This completes the proof. • 
Lemma (1.5.15) implies that 1) and V' A are the ·same connection. This completes the proof of 
the ADHM construction. 
The ADHM theorem tells us that any U(n)-vector bundle with ASD connection on S4 can be 
constructed from ADHM data; it also gives an important corollary. 
Corollary 1.5.16 Any U(n)-vector bundle with an ASD connection over S4 can be reduced to 
an SU(n)-vector bundle with an ASD connection over S4. 
Proof 
Recall that for ADHM data that the new connection is given by 
by (1.37) and (1.33). We calculate the trace of the curvature. 
trFij = tr (ro£q(iq;J~fL*w) = tr (£*row£q(iq;J~) 
by the fact that the trace is an invariant polynomial 
tr (£*ro£q(iq;J~) since ro is the projection 
tr (£*£q[iq;J~ - £*:R*~:R£q[iq;J~) by (1.33) 
0- tr ((T).. - x)..)~(TJL - XJL)~q)..q;Q(iq;J) . 
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Since q[iqj1J' is traceless and using the definitions of ~ and t 
trFS = L tr ((T>.. - x>..)J'(T>.. - x>..)J'q[iqil) 
>.. 
+ L [tr ((T>.. - x>..)J'(TI' - xl')J'q>..q;Q[iqjl + (TI' - xl')J'(T>.. - x>..)J'q>..q;Q[iqil)] 
>..<1' 
= 0 + L tr (((T>.. - x>..)J'(TI' - xl')J' - (TI' - xl')J'(T>.. - x>..)J') q>..q;Q[iqil) 
>"<1' 
by Clifford multiplcation 
= L tr ([(T>.. - x>..)J', (TI' - xl')!1] q>..q;Q(iqil) 
>"<1' 
= 0 since the trace is an invariant polynomial. 
So the ADHM construction provides us with SU(n) instantons only. By the ADHM theorem, 
every U(n)-instanton is realised from ADHM data. Hence every U(n)-instanton over S4 is an 
SU(n)-instanton over S4. • 
1.6 Observations 
1.6.1 The Dimension of the Moduli Space 
We now use the ADHM data to compute the dimension of the Moduli space of Instantons over 
S4. This is just a simple dimension count. 
The Ti consist of 4 self adjoint endomorphism of Ck. Hence there are 4k2 of these. 
P is a linear map E --+ Ck ® S+ which has real dimension 2 x 2nk = 4nk. 
The first set of ADHM data consist of three equations in iu( k) ® su(2), so there are 3k2 of these. 
The second part of the ADHM data is an open condition, any small perturbation of a singular 
~, ie which isn't surjective, will result in one that is. This therefore doesn't contribute anything 
to our dimension count. 
Now, working through the arguments again, we see that gauge equivalent connections A and B 
will affect the data by 
where U E SU(k). In reverse, changing the ADHM data by 
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for U E U(k), W E SU(n) changes :R to u:Rg-1 , where 
g: Ck Q9 S- EB E-tCk Q9 S- EB E 
g=(~Q9li ~). 
Hence the connection changes 
V' A f-t gV' Ag-1. 
We shall see that U(k) ~~u(n) acts freely on irreducible ADHM data, and so the condition for 
Gauge equivalence counts k2 for U(k) and n2 - 1 for SU(n), since we are factoring out by a finite 
group. 
Hence the data comprise of 4k2 + 4nk - 3k2 - k2 - (n2 - 1) = 4nk - n2 + 1 parameters and the 
dimension of the moduli space is 4nk - n2 + 1. 
1.6.2 Self-dual Perturbations 
We now try to analyse the situation, when we choose maps T and P which no longer satisfy the 
ADHM condition. We assume for the moment that the nondegeneracy condition is still satisfied, 
i.e. that the map 
is still surjective. The first thing to note is that we still have a vector bundle E over 1R4 (minus 
at most k points where the gauge singularities occur) defined as the kernel of :R, and that the 
trivialisation given by v, still yields a connection on this bundle. This similarly patches together 
at the singularities to give a vector bundle over S4. 
However, consider the connection arising from the maps 
T = 0, P = ( ~~ ) . 
It ·can be shown that, over 1R4 , the curvature of this connection does not have a norm in L 2 . 
In fact the norm is given by 
32vol(S3) foo 2 + 2r2 + r4 dr 
c r 2 (1 + r 2 )4 
which diverges as c -t 0. However, since we have perturbed the data somewhat, we may split :1 
into r:1 which commutes with the spin structure and i:1 which doesn't. That is 
:1 = r:1 + i:1. 
In which case, the curvature of the induced connection changes as follows, 
F(A(T,P)) = v*tdxl\:1dx*t*v 
from (1.37) (this still follows by construction), 
v* tdx 1\ r:1dx* t*v + v* tdx 1\ i:1dx* t*v. 
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The first term is ASD, since r3" commutes with the qi, and it can be shown using the standard 
spin structure on 1R4 that 
dx 1\ i3" dx* 23"6 ® (dx1 1\ dx2 + dx3 1\ dx4 ) 
+ 23"J ® (dx1 1\ dx3 + dx4 1\ dx2 ) 
+ 23"1k ® (dx1 1\ dx4 + dx2 1\ dx3 ) 
where 3"1, 3"J, 3"1k : JC --t JC are the appropriate components of 3". 
So, we see that the deviation from the ADHM data produces a self-dual perturbation of the 
connection. This destroys the conformal invariance of the integral of the norm of the curvature, 
and accounts for the fact that although we have a connection with finite L2-energy on S4 this is 
nof equivalent to a connection on 1R4 with finite L2-energy. So in order to work with the integrals 
of these connections, we must integrate over S4, rather than 1R4. 
Notice that in Lemma 1.1.3, we made no use of the fact that :R:R* commuted with the spin 
structure. All we needed was the fact that :R was surjective. So although over S4, we may not 
have a bundle E with anti-self dual connection with c2(E) = k, we still have a bundle E over 
S4 with c2(E) = k and a connection with a certain self-dual component measured by how far off 
:R:R* is from commuting with the spin structure. 
There does seem to be a relationship with the Seiberg-Witten equations here in that given ( E 
iU(k) ® ~IH, we try to find ADHM data (T, P) such that 
~ (:R(T, P):R(T, P)*) = (, 
thus giving a connection whose curvature has a self-dual part determined by (. 
1.6.3 Other Remarks 
Remark 
We assumed in Section 1.5 that :R is surjective at all points of 1R4 but have not proved that it is 
so. We said in Section 1.5 that :R may fail to be surjective at at most k points in 1R4. We can 
thus create a connection 1) with the ADHM data away from the apparent critical points by the 
prescribed method, which is equal to yo A everywhere but this finite set,and hence on this finite 
set by continuity and bounded ness of A. 
Remark 
The work by Taubes shows that on an arbitrary compact smooth 4-manifold, instantons can be 
constructed on the by adding connections whose supports lies on disjoint neighbourhoods. This 
results in local ADHM data, which may in some way extend to some form of sheaf of data on the 
manifold. 
Remark 
Our calculation of the dimension of the moduli space is rather heuristic, and there are a few 
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things to check. First we really need to check that the action of the gauge group is free. This 
is true of course on irreducible connections. We also have to check that the action of the gauge 
group is transverse to the hyperKiihler reduction defined essentially with the moment map being 
the ADHM equations. This follows more or less by the free action on the irreducible points. 
However, the dimension we have received from the ADHM data agrees with the dimension of the 
moduli space calculated by index theory. We will explore the hyperKiihler aspect of the ADHM 
construction later on. 
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Chapter 2 
Comparing Infinite with Finite 
The now well known construction of polynomial invariants by Donaldson in the '80s involves work-
ing with infinite dimensional spaces of connections. Physicists have been using these techniques 
also in the computation of various observables. In particular 
Anselmi [1] has used BR8T theory to show the existence of a link theory of two dimensional 
submanifolds of a four manifold. 
Here we try to use techniques on 84 involving the ADHM construction to reduce the problem to 
that of bundle theory of finite dimensional spaces. 
2.1 Preliminaries 
2.1.1 Curvature of bundles under group actions 
Here, we recall the theory of vector bundles and group actions detailed in section 5.2.3 of [13]. 
Let 11': E---+Y be a vector bundle, and G a Lie group whose action on E covers a free action on 
Y. Also let E be endowed with a G-invariant connection V. Our aim is to construct a connection 
\7 on the factor bundle E = ~ over Y = ~. 
To do this we need a connection on the principal G-bundle p : Y ---+ Y. This will enable us to 
lift tangent vectors on Y to Y and compute directional derivatives. We suppose that it is given 
in the form of a horizontal distribution H C TY, with connection I-form e. 
Any section s E no (Y; E) comes from an invariant section s E n° (Y; E). Therefore we can set 
where X is the horizontal lift of X. From the definition of Y, we know that p* E 3:: E, so we can 
consider the effect of the pull back p*\7 on E. Now, the direction!:!J derivatives of p*\7 will vanish 
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on vertical vectors in TY, hence we know that 
where V vanishes on horizontal vectors, and is equivariant under the G action by definition of V. 
It is therefore obvious that V = w8 where W is a linear 9 ---t End(E) 
It can then be shown (and [13] do this to some extent) that 
allowing us to compare the curvature of V with V. 
2.1.2 Review of the ADHM construction 
Recall that we may form ASD SU(2)-connections on 1R4 (S4) by choosing 
such that 
Since, as real vector spaces 
(T /\ T)+ + (PP*)o = O. 
C>/ iU(k) ® IH EEl Ck ®IR IH 
(iu(k) EEl Ck ) ®IR IH 
we can rewrite the ADHM condition as 
CS (T*T + PP*) = 0 
(2.1) 
where CS denotes the quaternionic imaginary part which is well defined as !m~ is very much a 
"quaternification" of a real vector space. We also require for each x E 1R4 
is surjective. Then we define a bundle E = ker:R and a connection given by v*dv, where 
_ [ (x11- T)*-1 P ] -1 
vx - 11 ax 
and 
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Since E is an SU(2)-bundle, we can simplify things a little here by converting the data into data 
on an Sp{l)-bundle. We can identify the fibre C2 with S-, so that as complex vector spaces 
Hom{C2, Ck ® S+) C>! Hom{S-, Ck ® S+) 
C>! Ck ®S+ ®S-
C>! Ck ® (1R4 ®~ C) 
C>! Ck ®~ 1R4 
C>! (1R4)k ®~ C. 
This means that Hom{C2 , Ck ® S+) may be regarded as the complexification of the real space 
(1R4)k ~ IHk. 
So,using this conversion, we can recover ASD connections by choosing 
subject to the ADHM condition 
r;s (T*T + PP*) = 0 (2.2) 
and the nondegeneracy condition, 
~x is surjective for all x E 1R4. (2.3) 
Now from a result by Wood [30j, every quaternionic matrix has a left quaternionic eigenvalue. 
This means that (T,O) always gives a reducible solution, i.e (T,O) does not satisfy (2.3). 
We set A (k) C 9Jl~ to be the elements that satisfy (2.2) and define A * (k) to be the set of all 
elements of A (k) that satisfy the nondegeneracy condition (2.3). 
Now the product Lie group O{k) x Sp{l) acts on A* (k) by 
(a,(3): (T,P) -+ (aTa- 1,aP(3-1). 
Proposition 2.1.1 The action of Sp(l) is free on A * (k). 
Proof 
Suppose there is (3 E Sp{l) with P(3 = P. Since we require (T, P) E A * (k),we are assured that 
P f:. O. Thus plJ(3 = plJ for some nonzero component plJ of P. Hence (3 = 1. • 
To show that O(k) acts freely on A* (k), we need the following result. 
Lemma 2.1.2 If (T,P) E 9Jl~ is fixed by u E O(k) then there is a decomposition 
( T' 0) T= 0 T" P=(~'). 
Hence such (T,P) ~ A* (k). 
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Proof 
Suppose u E O(k) fixes (T, P). 
Then uP = P, and P = Piqi for vectors Pi E IRk, and uPi = Pi for each i. Hence u has at 
least one eigenvector with eigenvalue 1. Decompose IRk into V EB W where V is the maximal 
I-eigenspace of u and W its orthogonal complement. Notice that V :J Span{Pili = L.4}. With 
respect to this decomposition, we have 
( 
T' T,T) 
T= To ;" , 
and 
u=(~ ~,), 
for some u' E O(k -I). Assume that u =I n. and hence W =I O. The condition that uTu-1 = T 
shows us, in particular that u'To = To, so the columns of To, Tt say, satisfy 
u'Tt = Tt 
But u' does not have + 1 as an eigenvalue by the decomposition. Hence Tt = 0 and To = O. 
Thus we have the following decompositions for T and P with respect to this splitting. 
( T' 0)· ( P' ) T = 0 Til P = 0 . 
Now by R. Wood [30], we know that Til (hence T) has a left eigenvalue ,\ E D-l. So 
J'(>.,T,P) = :R.(>.,T,P):R.(>.,T,P) 
will not be invertible and (T, P) ~ A * (k). 
Corollary 2.1.3 The following are equivalent 
1. (T, P) satisfies the non degeneracy condition; 
2. (T,P) has trivial stabiliser under O(k). 
Corollary 2.1.4 The action ofO(k) is free on A* (k). 
• 
We may have a small problem here. Although O(k) and Sp(I) individually act freely on A * (k), 
the full group O(k) x Sp(I) doesn't act freely here. Each point is fixed by ±(n., 1) meaning that 
the group of symmetries we require is 
O(k) x Sp(I) 
71.2 
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Not only that but for k 2 2, we have some (T, P) E !m~ such that 
gTg-1 = T, gPq-l = P 
for certain (g,q) E O(k) x Sp(l). We must check that they are not in A* (k). 
2.1.3 The Action of O(k) x Sp(l) on 001~ 
Choose ~ E O(k), and choose a basis of IRk (hence of IHk) in which 
(
on 0) 
~ = -n 0 0 . 
o 0 0 
Thus for 
~}, ~\) p - ( ;:, ) 
T3 T~" ' - pl/l 
we find 
( P") ~P= ~' 
So if [~, T] = 0 and ~P = Pa then 
~), P=(:'~) 
TI/I 0 
with the condition that lal = 1. From this we can conclude, that if (T, P) satisfies the ADHM 
condition then it is a reducible solution, unless ~ is invertible and hence k is even. This is 
equivalent to viewing ~ as a complex structure on 1R21. Let us take the complex point of view and 
l~ok at the process for Cl . Under this identification ~ becomes multiplication by i and 
T = T' + iT", P = pI + iP". 
Also our condition that ~P = Pa becomes 
iP=Pa 
or 
_pI + iP' = P'a + ipla. 
Comparing the real and imaginary parts, 
pIa 
pIa = 
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_pI, 
pI, 
since a is considered to have only real coefficients. Hence pI = 0 and P = 0, and the solution is 
again reducible. 
So far, we have proved that if the vector field induced by (~, a) E o(k) EBsp(l) vanishes at a point 
(T, P) then (T, P) is a reducible solution. This in turn shows that the stabiliser of (T, P) E A * (k) 
must be a discrete, hence finite subgroup of O(k) x Sp(l) which is enough for our purposes. 
2.1.4 Introducing the Moduli Spaces 
Let 
- A * (k) 
Mk = O(k) 
and 
Mk = Mk/ (S~~l)) 
Mk/SO(3). 
Define the Atiyah map At: A * (k) ---tAk where Ak is the space of connections of charge k by 
(T, P) H v*dv 
as above. It is well known that any two elements of the same orbit produce gauge equivalent 
connections, and that Mk is diffeomorphic to Mk, the moduli space of ASD connections of charge 
k[23J. 
Also, by considering Mk = ~();?, we obtain the framed moduli space of connections. The 
manifold of equivalence class..:s of ADHM data under the action of O(k) is precisely the moduli 
space of framed instantons, M k • 
Later on, we will often write Mk and Mk for Mk and Mk when we have show that that the two 
spaces give rise to the same bundle data. 
2.2 The case of charge 1 instantons (k = 1) 
For k = 1, we are in a truly interesting position since for any 
the ADHM condition 
CZS(T*T + P P*) = 0 
is automatically satisfied, hence A (1) = 9J1~. 
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Now we can construct a canonical bundle E --+ A (1) X 1R4 as follows. 
For each (T, P, x) E A (1) X 1R4 , define the fibre of E to be 
E(T,P,x) = ker ~x = ker(T - x, P) : IHk EB IH --+ IHk. 
We can define a connection ~ on E given at the point (T, P, x) by At(T, P)x. From the suggestive 
terminology, it is clear that we will choose iT = A (1) X 1R4. Since we have removed the singular 
points, the action of 
0(1) x Sp(I) = 71.2 x Sp(I) = Sp(I) 
71.2 71.2 
is free. It is also clear that by construction ~ is Sp(I) invariant. 
2.2.1 The curvature of the Sp(l)-hundle 
We now need to consider the principal Sp(I)-bundle 
For (T, P) E A * (1), the action of the group Sp(I) is 
u: (T, P) I-t (T, Pu- 1). 
The vertical subspace V(T,P) will therefore be 
{(O, -Pu)lu E sp(I)}. 
We define a horizontal subspace H(T,P) to be the orthogonal complement of the vertical subspace. 
Thus H(T,P) will be the space 
{(t,p)IP*p E IR} = ker(p I-t ~(P*p))}. 
This immediately gives us the connection I-form 
Proposition 2.2.1 () is indeed a connection 1-form. 
Proof 
First, () is well defined as P -::P 0. 
On vertical vectors 
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__ 1_~( _P* Pu) 
1P12 
~(u) 
u. 
(2.4) 
Also, for equivariance, 
1 
= ___ ~(UP*pu-l) 
lPul2 
1 
= -IPI2 u~(p*p)U-l 
= ad(u)O(T,P) (t,p). 
• 
Using local coordinates (T, P), this connection I-form can be written 
o = __ I_~(P*dP) 
IPI2 ' 
so the curvature form restricted to the horizontal space is given by 
F(O) I 
ker9 
= dol 
ker9 
= __ I_dP*" dPI _ _ 1_dIPI2" 01 
IPI2 ker9 IPI2 ker9 
= -~dP*" dPI . 
IPI . ker9 
Now (t,p) E A (1) is horizontal if and only if p = )..P by the definition of 0 in (2.4). Hence for a 
horizontal vector (X, t, )..P) E 1R4 x H(T,P) 
dP((X, t, )..P)) = )"P, 
and from this we can see that 
dPI = SIPI: P = SIPI\ p. 
ker 9 21PI IPI ker 9 
(2.5) 
As a result 
F(O)I = -SIPI" SIPII = O. 
ker9 ker9 
This means that the formula (2.1) becomes 
2.2.2 The Curvature of the Universal Bundle 
Recall that the Atiyah map was defined by 
At: A (1)-tAk 
(T, P) N v(T, P)*dv(T, P). 
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Explicitly for k = 1, At(T, P) is given by v(T, P)*dv(T, P) where 
v(T, P) = Ix - TI [ I~:~~ pl. 
V!p12 + Ix - TI2 1 
Thus V is given at the point (T,P,x) by v(T,P);dv(T,P)x, where d denotes the de Rham 
differential not only with respect to x but also with respect to the quaternions T and P. We will 
also denote by J the de Rham differential in the ADHM space. Also, set x = x - T 
Expanding this calculation and setting 
we find that the connection I-form of V with respect to the global trivialisation of E is 
v(T, P);dv(T, P). ~ 1, S (P'dP - 1:I,P'dX'XP) . (2.6) 
We compute the connection in the obvious way, i.e. 
F(A) = dA + A t\ A. 
From this we get 
F(V) = b [lx I2dP* t\ dP + TiFP*x*dx t\ dx*xP 
-P*x*dx t\ dP - dP* t\ dX*XP]. 
(2.7) 
Now, we are interested in "factoring" out V by Sp(I). That is, we want only to consider the 
horizontal lifts of tangent vectors and vector fields on Ml and how F(V) behaves when restricted 
to these. 
So by (2.5), we have 
F(V)I 
ker8 
= ~4 [lx12JIPI t\ JIPI + 1;2(*X*dX t\ dx*xP - 2~(Px*dx t\ ~~I P)] 
1 [ 1 P*-*~d-t\~d-*-P 2JIPI ~(P-*~d-P)] ~4 Ix21 x x x x + !PI t\ '-I. x X • 
If we set !PI = p, then we find that when restricted to the horizontal space 
~ 1 [ 1 ~ ~ Jp ~] F(\7) = ~4 Ix21 P*x*dx t\ dx*xP + 2; t\ ~(Px*dxP) . (2.8) 
This is very similar to Anselmi's formula in [IJ. In fact if we assume, (as he effectively does) that 
P is real and positive under part of a gauge fixing condition, then we have his answer scaled by 
a factor of ~. 
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2.2.3 Calculating the J.l map 
Our next goal is to compute a form representing the second Chern class of E,C2(E). This will 
be the same as the second Chern character ch2(E) since the group is SU(2) ~ Sp(l) and hence 
cl(E) = O. We may obtain a representative of the cohomology class of c2(E) given by 
1 
411"2 tr (F(V') /\ F(V')) . 
By expanding this we find that the desired form is 
6p4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 6p3 ~ . ~ , ~ 
c = A 8 2 dXl /\ dX2 /\ dX3 /\ dX4 - ~811"2 op /\ L) -1)'Xidxl '" /\ i /\ ... /\ dX4 
U 11" i=l 
(2.9) 
Now, it can be checked that 
~ ( 1 (lxl2 + 3p2) ~ i _ ~_ ~ ~_ ) 
c=d -22 3L)-I)Xjdxl ... /\t/\ ... /\dx4 . 
11" (lxl 2 + p2) i=l 
so that for any d-dimensional submanifold E of 1R4 with Poincare dual a and (4 - d)-dimensional 
submanifold :::: of M 
f c = f c/\a J.3X~ JSX fR4 
1 ( 1 (lxl2 + 3p2) ~ i- ~- ~ ~- ) = -22 - 3 L)-I)Xjdx l ... /\Z/\ •.. /\dx4 /\a (8MnS)xfR4 11" (lxl 2 + p2) i=l 
11 14.~, ~ 
= 22 1-14L(-I)'xidxl ... /\i/\ ... /\dx4/\a 
11" (sn{p=O}) x fR4 X i=l 
4 
1 1 1 '" . ~ , ~ 22 1-14 L) -1)'XjdXl ... /\ i /\ ... /\ dX4' 
11" (sn{p=O})x~ x i=l 
The right hand side above can be seen to be the GauB formula for the linking number of E with 
=: n {P = O} regarded as a 3-dimensional submanifold of 1R4. 
2.2.4 The Donaldson Polynomials in the case k = 1 
We now have to assess the consequences of this for the Donaldson Polynomials. Let E 1 , ... ,Ed 
be d sub manifolds of 1R4. We may form the Donaldson J.l class 
J.lDon(Ei) = f C J~i 
and from this the Donaldson polynomial 
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where Ci is C restricted to Ei . 
Now let 
so that 
C = d (f(x,T, P)a(x,T, P)) 
where 
4 
a(x, T,P) = ~) -1)iXidx1 ... t\ i t\ ... t\ dX4. 
i=l 
Then 
DonI (E1' ... ,Ed) 
= 1 C1 t\ ... t\ Cd 
M1XE1X ... XEd 
[ ~ 1 1 ~ d d III d(f(x ,T, P)a(x ,T, P)) t\ ... t\ d(f(x ,T, P)a(x ,T, P)) 
M1XE1X ... xEd [ ~(1 1 ~ d d ) 
iM1XE1X ... XEd d !(x ,T,P)a(x ,T,P)t\ ... t\d(f(x ,T,P)a(x ,T,P)) 
= 1 !(x1, T, P)a(x1, T, P) t\ ... t\ d(f(xd, T, P)a(xd, T, P)) 
{p=o} XEl x ... XEd 
1 l' 1 (3p2 + IXI - T12) ( 1 T 0) 
-2 1m (2 1 23 ax " t\ 27r p-+O {(T,p)}xE1X ... xEd P +Ix -TI) 
IT ((p2 + I!~~ T12)4 d(xi - Td t\ .. , d(x~ - T4)) 
1=1 
using the formula (2.9) for c. 
Now, since we have a singularity when x = T and p = 0 in the formula 
6p4 
(p2 + Ix - T12)4 
we have to be a bit careful with limits. Now, a calculation shows that 
r 6p4 1 3 p~o (p2 + Ix _ T12)4 = :2volS 8(x - T) 
and provided xl , ... ,xd are distinct points in 1R4 
. lId 6p4 lId 1 3 1 }~O (p2 + Ixl _ T12)4 = 2voiS 8(x - T). 
1=1 1=1 
For d = 2, we have 
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which is a constant multiple of the linking number of ~l with ~2. 
For d > 2, the situation is much more complicated. A discussion of this can be found in another 
article by Anselmi, [21. 
2.3 The case for general k 
We hope to proceed analogously with the general case, though we would expect this to be signif-
icantly more complicated. The purpose of this calculation is to show that the induced forms in 
both the infinite dimensional and finite dimensional constructions are exactly the same. To do 
this, we shall adopt the following procedure. 
We will compute the curvatures for each version of the framed moduli space, which differs slightly 
from the reduced space model given in [131. We will then show that in fact the curvatures are 
exactly the same which will give us the result that in the framed situation there is no difference 
between the representatives of the fL class. 
2.3.1 The Universal Bundle 
As before we define the bundle E fibrewise over 1R4 x A * (k) 
E(x,T,P) ::: ker :R(x,T,P) ::: ker (-x* P) 
where x = x:o. - T regarding x E 1R4 as a quaternion. We have an obvious action of both O(k) 
and Sp(l) on E when we regard it as a subbundle of the trivial bundle :J{ 0 S- El3 S+. We have 
(g, a) : ( : ) ~ ( !: ) . 
We remark here that Sp(l) is acting here as elements of End(S+) and in that sense acts trivially 
on negative spinors. Since we have a group acting on the total space E here, we need to examine 
how this relates to the action over 1R4 x A" (k). First notice that if 
( : ) E E(X,T,P) ::: ker (-x" P) 
then 
(g, a) ( : ) ::: ( :: ) E ker ( -X*g-l Pa-1 ) 
::: ker ( -gxg- 1 gPa- 1 
::: ker :R(X,gTg-l ,gPa-1) 
::: E(x,gTg-l ,gPa- 1). 
From this we see that for each (g,a) E O(k) x Sp(l) and e EE, we have 
7riE ((g, a) . e) ::: (g, a) ·7riE(e) 
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where 1rE is the bundle projection. Hence E is an equivariant bundle. 
Recall that, since O(k) x Sp(l) acts on A * (k) such that each point is fixed by ±(1\., 1\.) we restrict 
to the group 
O(k) x Sp(l) 
Z2 
Recall that for k = 1 we defined the connection V by 
V = rodro 
where ro(x, T.P) : 'J{ ® S- E9 S+ -+ 'J{ ® S- E9 S+ is the orthogonal projection onto ker~(x,T,P)' 
Since ro is defined by a metric preserved by O(k) x Sp(l), it must therefore be an invariant 
connection V on E allowing us to apply the theory set up in 2.1.1. In the trivialisation provided 
by v, the connection becomes 
V = v*dv. 
2.3.2 The Action of O(k) 
We try to find a connection on A (k) using the same method as for the k = 1 case. At (T, P) E 
A (k), the tangent space to A (k) is 
((t,p) E VJt~I~(T*t + t*T + Pp* + pP*) = o}. 
Since O(k) acts on A* (k) by 
a: (T,P) H (aTa-l,aP), 
the vertical subspace is given by 
veT,P) = {([a, TJ, aP)la E o(k)}. 
Now VJt~ is a Euclidean space with Euclidean metric given by 
((t,p), (t',p')) = ~llir~(t*t') + R(p*p') 
where tr~: 8 2 (lRk) ® IH--+IH is given by 
Proposition 2.3.1 This inner product is invariant under the action of O(k). 
Proof 
The tangent representation of O( k) on A (k) is 
a: (t,p) H (ata-l,ap), 
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(2.10) 
so 
(a· (t,p), a· (t',p')) 
• 
This metric restricts to a metric on TA * (k). Proceeding as before, we define the equivariant 
horizontal subspace 
We would like a more explicit description of a horizontal vector in order to build a connection 
I-form. A pair (t,p) lies in H(T,P) if 
0= ((t,p), ([a, Tl, aP)) 
for all a E o(k). 
Using the summation convention on quaternionic indices i, j, 
1 o ((t,p),([a,T],aP)} = "2iRtrR(t*[a,T])+iR(p*aP) 
~triR(t*aT - t*Ta) + iR(p*aP) = ~tr(tiaTi - tiTia + 2PiaPiT) 
1 ( T) 1 ( T) 1 T 
= "2 tr Titia - tiTia + 2PiaPi = "2 tr (Titia) - "2tr(tiTia + 2PiaPi ) 
= -tr(tiTia + PiaP/) = iRtrR (( -t*T - pP*)a) . 
This means that 
However, since (t,p) E T(T,p)A* (k) 
r;s(T*t + t*T + Pp* + pP*) = O. 
Together (2.12) and (2.13) imply that 
~ [:* ] E G)2(lRk) ® IH. 
It therefore makes sense to consider the I-form rf1 given by 
~iR (( (T*t + Pp*) - (T*t + Pp*) T)) 
(m, til + PiPJ - PiPiT), 
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(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
that is 
By Proposition 2.3.1, 01 is an equivariant I-form but does not behave as the identity on vertical 
vectors. Indeed, define 4}: o(k)-+o(k) by 
4}(a) otT,p)([a,T],aP) 
= ~(2T*aT - aT*T - T*Ta - aPP* - PP*a) 
~ (2x*ax - a:R:R* - :R:R*a). 
This is clearly not the identity mapping for generic (T, P), but we do have the following result. 
Lemma 2.3.2 4} is invertible. 
Proof 
It is enough to show that (a,4}(a))o(k) i- 0 for each a E o(k)\{O}. We have 
(a,4}(a))O(k) -tr (a4}(a)) 
= -tr~ (2aT*aT - aaT*T - aT*Ta - aaPP* - aPP*a) 
= tr~(2(Ta)*(aT) - (Ta)*(Ta) - (aT)*(aT)) - 2~((Pa)*(Pa)) 
= -1I[a, T]II~nd(Rk)®~ - 2I1aPII~nd(Rk)®~. 
This vanishes iff [a, T] = 0 and aP = 0, that is, iff exp(ta)Texp( -ta) = T and exp(ta)P = P for 
each t E IR. This cannot happen unless a = 0, since the action of O(k) is free by Lemma 2.1.4 .• 
Hence we get a connection I-form ()1 given by 
()1 = 4}-1 001 • 
Now we have a representation of the Lie algebra o(k) on E given by 
.T. * * * (a 0) 
'.1."1 : a f-t v tat v = v 0 0 v. 
We are primarily interested in finding the curvature of this restricted to the horizontal space. As 
a result, the quadratic term ()1 /\ ()1 vanishes on this space and so 
2.3.3 The Curvature of the Universal Bundle 
On 1R4 we have a formula for the trivialisation of an instanton given by ADHM data (T, P) away 
from the points x E 1R4 such that there is a vector U E IRk such that TiU = XiU for all i. Namely 
_[(Xll.-T)-I*P] (°)-1 Vx - (J x 
ll. 
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where 
a(x)2 = :0. + P*((x:D. - T)*(x:o. - T))-l P 
and is well defined since the right hand side is a self-adjoint matrix with strictly positive eigen-
values. Hence we can trivialise E using 
(x:D. - T)- P -1 
[ 
1 * ] 
V(x,T,P) = :0. a(x, T, P) . 
On E, we have the connection V given at (x, T, P) by 
the curvature of which is given by 
F(V) = v*dvv*dv = -v*d~* 1\ :r~dv, 
where 
which exists by surjectivity of~. By using similar methods to those in the proof of (1.36) of 
1.5.2, we can use the fact that 
~v =0 
to prove that 
v* (d~*):r 1\ (d~)v 
[ -dx ] v* dP* :r 1\ [ d-* - x dP ] v. 
So, using the formula (2.1), we find that 
F('\1) F(V)IH - w1F(Ol)IH 
F(V)IH - W1 d01 IH. 
2.3.4 Recalling the Infinite Dimensional Construction 
The expression that we have for the curvature in the finite dimensional case given in 2.3.3 is 
rather involved and the method of computing the p.-map is rather fraught with danger of algebraic 
inaccuracy. Instead we compare the curvature obtained by the ADHM construction as before with 
the infinite dimensional case given in section 5.2 of [13]. First we recall this construction. 
The "infinite dimensional" curvature F ('\100 ) is obtained by considering the universal adjoint 
bundle over 13 (k) X lR4, the product of the moduli space of irreducible connections on the bundle 
of charge k with Euclidean space. 
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Set Eoo to be the pull back of E over A* (k) x 1R4 by projection on to the second factor and define 
Voo to be the connection trivial in the A* (k) direction and tautological in the 1R4 direction, ie at 
the point (A, x) 
We consider the quotient of this under the action of 90, but a quotient SU(2) bundle might not 
exist. We consider instead the bundle of Lie algebras AdlP given by 
Adf = A~!oo. 
We have the principal bundle A* (k) ---t 13* (k) and would like to find a connection (}OO on this 
bundle. 
Recall that for the bundle E ---t 1R4 we have the complex 
where Vo is the set of covariant constants given in 1.2. Recall also that these covariant constants 
occur as harmonic sections which evaluate at infinity. Hence Vo is a 3-dimensional space and 
represents the complement of 90 within 9. 
This sequence, although not exact, has the property that imdA C ker d1. 
We alter the complex to 
where 
We have a map 
P A(a) = (dAa, Ba(oo)) 
QA(b, Be) d1b. 
SA: 0 1 (1R4; AdE) EB Vo ---t 0 0 (1R4; AdE) 
SA(b, Be) = dAb + Be· 
We can see that this is injective, since im dA = (ker dA).l, and 
is invertible with inverse 
where II is the projection 
II(a) = a - Ba(oo) 
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(2.16) 
using the notation in 1.2. 
80 the Zariski tangent space to the framed moduli space of A8D connections on E, will be the 
first homology of (2.16). The horizontal subspace at A is therefore isomorphic to the direct sum 
kerd:4. E9 Vo, and a horizontal tangent vector is a pair (a,se) E kerd* E9 Vo. 
The connection on this bundle can therefore be given by 
where a E TAA* (k) ~ 01(1R4; AdE), dA is the differential associated to A on AdE and GA 
Green's operator of A on OO(IR\ AdE). 
For the quotient connection y7CXl , the curvature is given as follows. 
Proposition 2.3.3 The three components of the curvature of \700 in AdlP ---t i3 (k) X 1R4 are 
given at the point ([ AJ, x) by 
1. F (\700 ) (X, Y) = F(A)(X, Y), 
2. F(\7OO ) ((a,se)'X) = IT(X.Ja), 
where X, YET x84 , a, a' E 0 1 (84 ; AdE) n ker d:4., e, e' E AdEoo and {-, .} is the pairing derived 
from the metric on 1-forms and the Lie bracket on endomorphisms. 
Now, the derivative of the Atiyah map 
does not respect the gauge fixing conditions. That is, the subspace ofT(T,p)A* (k) solving (2.12) 
does not map into the subspace of 0 1 (84 ; AdE) solving d:4.a = O. However Corrigan, Goddard 
and Templeton [11] and Osborne [26], showed that a correction term can be applied so that the 
image of the horizontal subspace of T(T,p)A* (k) under dAtA could be mapped isomorphic ally 
via a projection onto ker d:4.. For the reduced moduli space, their results show that the tangent 
vector associated to (t,p) in the horizontal subspace of T(T,p)A* (k) is given by 
Z(t,p) = (1-2 (P*i/dxj"p - p*j"dx*yP + P*y* (dxj"t* - tj"dx*) yP) . (2.17) 
Hence for the framed space a tangent vector will be given by 
z = (Z, Zoo). 
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2.3.5 Comparing Curvatures 
Recall that at the end of §2.3.3 that we derived the following formula for the curvature of \l 
* [ dx /\ !rdx* -dx /\ !rdP] I 
F(\l) = v -dP* /\ !rdx* dP* /\ !rdP v H 
+ v* [ _<)-1 (dOl) 0 1 v . 
o 0 H 
We will now try to compare this with the curvature F (\l00) using Proposition 2.3.3. In order to 
do this, we split F(\l) into its components with respect to the splitting 
to get 
Al(Mk X 1R4) ® Al(Mk X 1R4) = Al(Mk) ® Al(Mk) 
EB Al(Mk)®Al(1R4) 
EB Al(1R4) ® Al(Mk) 
EB Al(1R4)®Al(1R4), 
F(\l) v* [ dx /\ ;dx* ~] vl
H 
+ * [ -dT /\ !rdx* - dx /\ !rdT* -dx /\ !rdP] I 
v -dP* /\ !rdx* 0 v 
* [ dT /\ !rdT* - <)-IdOl dT /\ !rdP ] I 
+ v dP* /\ !rdT* dP* /\ !rdP v . H 
H 
It is obvious that the first term in the sum is indeed the curvature of the connection A(T, P). 
The second term is also very interesting. Expanding 
* [ -dT /\ !rdx* - dx /\ !rdT* -dx /\ !rdP ] 
v -dP* /\ !rdx* 0 v 
= _a-2 (P*fj* (dT /\ !rdx* + dx /\ !rdT*) fjP + P*fj*dx /\ !rdP - dP* /\ !rdx*fjP) 
where fj = X*-l. Now we are interested primarily in examining 
F(\l)((O, t,p), (X, 0, 0)) 
for X E nO(1R4;TIR4) and (t,p) E kerB. Observe that 
Similarly 
etc. 
(dT /\ !rdx*) ((0, t,p), (X, 0, 0)) = (dTi /\ !rdXi) ((0, t,p), (X, 0, 0)) qiq; 
= (ti!rXj) qiq; = t!rX*. 
(dx /\ !rdT*) ((0, t,p), (X, 0, 0)) -X!rt*, 
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Hence 
F(V) ((0, t,p), (X, 0, 0)) 
= _a-2 (P*y*(t9"X* - X9"t*)yP - P*yX9"p+ p*9"X*yP) 
= _a-2 (p*y*(t9"dx* - dx9"t*)yP - P*ydx9"p + p*9"dx*yP) (X). 
We find that 
F(V) ((0, t,p), (X, 0, 0)) = X -1Z(t,p). 
OUl' next painful task is to take the laplacian of F(V) restricting to the T and P directions and 
then compare this with the {, } product of tangent vectors to the Moduli space. 
Now, for a general M E OO(1R4; End(lRk) ® IH), we have 
dAV* Mv = -v* (8ii M - 4t9"t* M - 4Mt9"t* 
+ 2t9"q/R8i M + 28i M'R*qi*9"t* 
+ 2t9"qi'RM'R*q/9"t) v, 
and if M is constant with respect to the XiS, 
Applying this to 
M=[~ ~], 
we find 
[ K 0] [ 89"xXx'9" - 49"K - 4K9" 0] dAV* O. 0 v = -v* ~ ~ 0 0 v 
= -v* [49"~6K)9" ~] v, 
i.e. 
Similarly for 
M=[~ ~], 
we have 
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(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
This accounts for the curvature of the bundle A* (k) ~ Uk. 
Now, we wish to calculate 
{Z,Z} + ~AAV* (8:R* 1\~8:R- M)v, 
where M = \Ill dOl. To try and simplify this calculation let us adopt the notation 
i(B) = B - B(*), 
t(B) = B + B(*), 
for matrices B with entries in A ·(T*1R4 x A" (k)) 01H, where 
(B 1\ B')(*) = B'(*) 1\ B(*), 
and 
if B is a matrix of O-forms. 
Then we have 
So 
{Z, Z} = (v*8:R*~q/t*v - v*tqi~8:Rv) 1\ (v*8:R*~q/t*v - v*tqi~8:Rv) 
= v* (t(8:R*~q/ £* 1\ 8:R*~qt t*) - tqi~8:R 1\ 8:R*~qi* £* - 48:R*~~8:R 
- t(8:R"~qt t*:R*~:R 1\ 8:R*~q/ t*) + tqi~8:R:R*~:R 1\ 8:R*~qi* t* 
+ 8:R*~qi*t*:R*~:Rtqi~ 1\ 8:R )V. 
{Z, Z} = v* (t(8:R*~qi* 1\ dT~qi* t *) - tqi~8:R 1\ 8:R*~q/ t* + ~8:R* (8ii~)8:R 
- 48:R*~Xi~Xi~8:R + t(8:R*~q/x~:R 1\ 8:R*~q/ t*) 
+ tqi~8:R:R*~:R1\ 8:R*~q/t* + 8:R*~q/xFx*~qi 1\ 8:R)V 
= v* ( - 2t(8:R*~ 1\ dT*~£*) - £qi~8:R 1\ 8:R*~qtt* 
+ ~8:R*(8ii~)8:R - 48:R*~Xi~Xi~8:R + t(8:R*~q/ x~:R 1\ 8:R*~q/ £*) 
+ tqi~8:R:R*~:R 1\ 8:R*~q/t* + 48:R*~Xi~iS 1\ 8:R )v, 
and hence 
{Z,Z} = V*(~8:R* 1\ (8ii~8:R- 2t(8:R*~ I\dT"~t*) - £qi~8:R1\8'R*~qi*£* 
+ £qi~8:R:R*~:R 1\ 8:R*~qi* t* + t(8:R*~q/x~:R 1\ t5:R"~qt t*)) v. 
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We also find that 
-~Av*8:R* /\ :J'8:Rv = v* (S:R* /\ (oii:J')8:R - 4r(t:J't*8:R* /\ :J'8:R) 
Hence 
This gives 
+ 2r(t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ (oi:J')8:R) + 2t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'8:R:R*qi*:J't)v 
= v* (8:R* /\ (oii:J')8:R - 4r(t:J'dT /\ :J'8:R) 
- 4r(t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'xi:J'8:R) + 2t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'8:R:R*q/:J't)v. 
{Z,Z} + ~~AV*8:R* /\ :J'8:Rv 
= v* (~8:R*(Oii:J')8:R - 2r(8:R*:J' /\ dT*:J't*) 
- tqi:J'8:R /\ 8:R* :J'qi* t* + tqi:J'8:R:R*:J':R /\ 8:R*:J'qi * t* 
+ r(8:R*:J'qi*X:J':R/\ 8:R*:J'q/t*) 
1 
- 28:R* /\ (oii:J')8:R + 2r(t:J'dT /\ :J'8:R) 
+ 2r( t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'xi:J'8:R) 
- t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'8:R:R*qi *:J't) V. 
{Z, Z} + ~~AV*8:R* 1\ :J'8:Rv 
= v* ( - tqi:J'8:R /\ 8:R*:J'q/t* + tqi:J'8:R:R*:J' /\ :R8:R*:J'q/t* 
+ r(8:R*:J'q/x:J' /\ :R8:R*:J'q/t*) 
+ 2r(t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'xi:J'8:R) - t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'8:R:R*q/:J't)v. 
Now apply the fact that 
to see 
:R8:R* = 8(:R:R*) - 8:R:R* 
1 {Z, Z} + 2~AV* 8:R* /\ :J'8:Rv 
= v* ( - tqi:J'8:R/\ 8:R*:J'q/t* 
+ tqi:J'8:R:R*:J' /\ 8(:R:R*):J'q/t* - tqi:J'8:R:R*:J' /\ 8:R:R*:J'q/t* 
+ r(8:R*:J'qi*X:J' /\ 8(:R:R*):J'qi*t*) - r(8:R*:J'q/x:J' /\ 8:R:R*:J'q/t*) 
+ 2r(t:J'qi:R8:R* /\ :J'xi:J'8:R) 
- t:J'qi8(:R:R*) /\ :J'8:R:R*qi*:J't + t:J'qi8:R:R* /\ :J'~:R:R*q/:J't) v. 
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Hence 
{Z,Z}+~~AV*8~*1\:r8~V = v*( -tqi:r8~1\8~*:rq/t* 
+ i(tqi:r8~~*:r 1\ 8(~~*):rqi*t*) 
+ t(8~*:rqi*X:r 1\ 8(~~*):rqi*t*) 
- t(8~*:rq/x:r 1\ 8~~*:rqi*t*) 
+ 2t(t:rqi~8~* 1\ :rxi:r8~) )V. 
Here, we have freely used the fact that :r commutes with the quaternions. We also note for further 
use that 8(~~*) is also a real k x k matrix, given by the ADHM condition. Now, recall that the 
condition that the pair t E 0 2 (IRk) ® lH,p E IHk were horizontal tangent vectors is given by (2.14): 
This is better expressed as 
and, still further, as 
8(~~*) = 2~(8~~*) 
We also use the identities for quaternions r, S 
and 
In particular 
by (2.24). Hence 
{Z,Z}+~~AV*8~*1\:r8~v = v*( -tqi:r8~1\8~*:rqi*t* 
+ 2i(t:r8(~~*):r 1\ 8(~~*)9"*t*) 
- 2t(8~*:rx*:r 1\ 8(~~*):r*t*) 
- t(8~*:rq/x:r 1\ 8~~*:rq/t*) 
+ 2t(8~*:rXi:r 1\ 8~~*qi:rt)). 
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(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
by (2.25) and (2.22) 
since ~~* is real 
By the definition of i 
{Z, Z} + ~D.AV*J:R* t\ :J'J:Rv v* ( - ~qi:J'J:Rt\ J:R*:J'q/~* 
+ ° 
- 2r(J:R*:J'x*:J' t\ J(:R:R*):J'*~*) 
+ r(J:R*:J'x*qi:J't\ J:R:R*:J'q/ ~*) 
- 2r(J:R*:J'xi:J't\ J:R:R*:J'qi* ~*) 
using properties of Clifford multiplication 
+ 2r(J:R*:J'xi:J' t\ J:R:R*q::J'~))v 
and thus finally we see that 
{Z, Z} + ~D.AV* J:R* t\ :J'J:Rv = v* ( - ~qi:J'J:R t\ J:R*:J'q/ ~* 
- 2r(J:R*:J'x*:J't\ J(:R:R*):J'*t*) 
+ 2r(J:R*:J'x*:J' t\ t5(:R:R)*:J'*~*)) v 
= v*( -~qi:J't5:Rt\t5:R*:J'q/~*)v 
by (2.25) and (2.22) 
1 ~-
= -2D.AV*~~-1(d81)~*V. 
So we have proved that 
D.A (v*t5:R* t\:J't5:Rv-v*~~-l(d(J1)~*v) = -2{Z,Z}. 
That is, 
(2.26) 
v*J:R* t\ :J'J:Rv - v*~~-l(d(J1)~*v = -2GA{Z, Z} + a harmonic section of AdE (2.27) 
or, to put it another way, 
(2.28) 
since the left hand side evaluates to ° at infinity. 
Hence we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.3.4 1. F(V') ((X, 0, 0), (Y, 0, 0)) = F(A(T, P))x(X, Y); 
2. F(V')((X,O,O),(O,t,p))=n(x.JZ(t,p)); 
3. F(V') ((0, tl,pd, (0, t2,P2)) = -2nGA{Z(h,Pl), Z(t2,P2)}' 
We have found a connection on E so that the same universal construction yields the same curva-
tures for the space of ASD connections and the space of ADHM data. 
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Remark 2.3.5 Examining the diffeomorphism between Mk and Mk we see that for 0: E 8p(1) 
[T, Po: -1] t-+ Ad( o:)A([T, PJ) 
implying that the diffeomorphism is 8p(1) invariant. This gives us the added bonus that if we 
correct for the 8p(1) action as well, we end up with the same representatives of C2(1E) on the 
reduced space JVCk. 
Hopefully the ADHM construction will now yield more calculable results. To reduce the case to 
the unframed moduli space, we will use equivariant cohomology on our previous work. 
2.3.6 Reasons for the Anomalies 
Let us examine what is going on more closely. The bundle E is defined on 1R4 x m~ minus the 
set Sk consisting of the points (x,T,P) E 1R4 x m~ such that there is U E U(k) for which 
where (T', P') E m~-l. We are then integrating a form on the quotient of the hyperKiihler 
reduction of (1R4 x m~) \Sk, i.e. 
1M _ ((1R4 x m~)\Sk) ////U(k) 
k - 80(3) . 
(We will deal with hyperKiihler geometry in the next chapter.) 
In the infinite dimensional case, for a submanifold ~ of 1R4 we form 
where C2(1E) E H4(1R4 x JVC*) and 7r : 1R4 x JVC ~ 1R4 is the projection. The slant product actually 
works because we have a perfectly decent trivial fibration 1R4 x JVC* ~ 1R4. 
However in the finite case the fibration 
is destroyed because we remove points (namely Sk) from the direct product before taking the 
various quotients. If we naively form the finite dimensional version 
-1 r J.tDon(~) = 87r2 iE tr(F(\i') 1\ F(\i')) 
then it is not altogether clear where this J.tDon(~) lies. The Chern-Wei! representative of J.tDon(~) 
doesn't really represent a cohomology class on M. We are forced therefore to reinterpret the 
situation for the ADHM case. 
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We have the 4-form c representing the second Chern class of the universal bundle E over the 
manifold b1k. Let ~l' ... ,~k be compact submanifolds of 1R4 without boundary whose dimensions 
sum to 41 - 8k + 3, that is of the correct dimensions to form a Donaldson polynomial. We can 
then consider the form 
where 1r : 1R4 x JV(k --t 1R4 is projection, and t : b1 k y 1R4 X JV(k inclusion. Thus we can form the 
integral 
where IIi : b1~ --t b1k is projection onto the ith factor, 
and 
~ : D(k,l) Y (1R4 x JV(k)1 
(Xl, ... ,Xl, [T, PJ) ~ ((Xl, [T, Pj), (X2' [T, PJ), ... '(Xl' [T, P])) 
a sort of diagonal map. 
A similar method with the infinite dimensional case yields the construction of the Donaldson 
polynomial. We will go on and show that although this integral does not agree for the k = 1 case 
where there is a discrepancy manifesting in the linking phenomena, there is no further discrepancy 
for higher k. 
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Chapter 3 
Equivariant Cohomology and 
Quotients of Symplectic and 
Hyper Kahler Manifolds 
We have tried to work out the Donaldson j.t-map via the ADHM construction. However, we have 
found that the matrices that occur in the construction contain enormous polynomials which give 
no insight as to what form the j.t-map should take. We use equivariant cohomology introduced by 
[5] and the localisation developed by [14] and [18] applied to hyperKiihler reductions introduced 
by [17] to try and obtain some answers to the integrals involved. 
3.1 A Review of Equivariant Cohomology 
3.1.1 The General Theory 
Let G be a compact connected Lie Group acting on a manifold M. Associated to G is the 
classifying space BG and the universal bundle EG ---+ BG. We define the equivariant cohomology 
of the space M by 
Ha(M) = H- (EG Xa M). 
From this we see that the G-equivariant cohomology of the point 
is very large. Also, if the the action of G is free on M then because EG is contractible 
11": EG Xa M ---+ MIG 
induces an isomorphism 
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We remark that for a compact connected Lie Group G with maximal torus T, we have the relation 
(3.2) 
where W is the Weyl group of T in G. It therefore makes sense to pass from the full group G 
to the maximal torus T. Any integrals can be amended using the Weyl integration formula, see 
[10, 18]. 
Theorem 3.1.1 [Weyl Integration Formula} For a compact connected Lie group G with maximal 
torus T and any G-invariant function f : G --t IR, we have 
{ volG ( 2 J
g 
f(tf»[dtf>] = IWlvolT it f('Ij;)w('Ij;) [d'lj;], 
where W is the Weyl group, and w the product of the positive roots. 
We can calculate this cohomology using the de Rham model where the complex is defined by 
op-l ( ) d g oP ( ) d g op+l ( ) 
... --t HG M ~ HG M ~ HG M --t ... 
The spaces are 
where C [g] denotes the symmetric polynomials in the Lie algebra g and the differential dg is given 
by 
for all ~ E g, where X{ is the vector field on M generated by f It is easily checked that dg squares 
to zero precisely on 0 0 (M) so that we have a complex. The (co)homology of this complex gives 
rise to the de Rham model of the equivariant cohomology of M. 
3.1.2 Using the de Rham Model 
We can see the isomorphism (3.1) in the de Rham model in the case of a free G-action as follows. 
We have the principal G-bundle p : M --t MIG, hence a mapping of forms p* : oe(MIG) --t 
W(M). 
Given a form 'f} E W(MIG), we know that p*'f} satisfies the following conditions: 
1. p*'f} is G-invariant, 
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Hence if TJ is closed, then P*TJ is equivariantly closed. We therefore have a map of cohomologies 
We know that p* is injective since p is a principal fibration, so we would like to show that it is 
surjective, that is: 
Theorem 3.1.2 [[14, 8jj For an equivariantly closed form a E f}~ (M) there are forms (3 E 
f}~1 (M) " E f}k(MjG), such that 
a = dg{3 + p*,. (3.3) 
Proof 
We prove this for the case G = T the s-dimensional torus. For a general compact, connected G, 
we can just apply the isomorphism (3.2). Let 6 ... es be an orthonormal basis for g*, with dual 
basis e1 ... ea. Since 
s 
C [g] = 0 q~j], 
j=l 
we can restrict ourselves to the case G = S1 by considering the torus generated by a single ei. The 
proof then follows exactly the argument in Proposition 2.1 of [14]. Essentially, a free action of 
G means that the induced vector fields X~ do not vanish. Hence we can, in some sense, "invert" 
certain equivariant forms on M away from the fixed set Mo, which contain the equivariant form 
v r+ IXvl2 when we put a Riemannian metric on M such that IXe• 1= leil = 1 . Indeed, we can 
put a G-invariant Riemannian metric on M with this property and set 
(3.4) 
Then note that dgO = dO - ~i has formal inverse 
00 
= -~i1L~ijdOj. 
j=O 
We also notice that since 0 is effectively a connection, dO is effectively the curvature which is a 
horizontal form. This could also be proved by expanding 0 = dg 20. 
Now let a be an equivariantly closed k-form on M, then set 
- a(} 
{3 = dO' 
g 
Let a = 'Er ar~[ with deg ar = k - 2r. Since a is equivariantly closed, the a r satisfy 
daD + L (dar - ei.Jar-1) ~i = 0, 
r~l . 
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that is 
do::o = ° 
dO::r = ei-.JO::r - 1 
for all r. 
We have 
00 
~ = - L L O::rOdr- j - 1) dO j . 
r~Oj=O 
Now, not all the powers of ~l are positive. Let 
amI. 
Now, by (3.5), 
and 
r-l 
/3 = L L O::rO~ir-j-l) dO j , 
r~lj=O 
i' = - L O::rOdor . 
r~O 
r-l r-l 
d g/3 L L dO::rO~t-j-l)dOj - L L dO::r+lO~ir-j)dOj 
r~lj=O r~lj=O 
r-l r-l 
+ (_l)k L L O::r~~r-j-l)dOj+1 - (_l)k L L O::r~ir-j)dOj 
r~lj=O r~lj=O 
r-l r-2 
= LL dO::rO~t-j-l) dOj - L L dO::rO~~r-j-l) dO j 
r~lj=O r~2j=O 
r r-l 
+ (_l)k L L O::r~;r-j) dO j - (_l)k L L O::rdr - j ) dOj 
= L do::rOdOr- 1 + (_l)k L O::rdOr - (_l)k L O::r~i 
r~l r~l r~l 
(3.5) 
Since ei-.Ji' is equivariant and ei-.J (ei-.Ji') = 0, it must be the pull back of a form on MIG 
under p, i.e. 
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for some 'Y E n,k(M/G). 
Hence 
as required. • 
This gives the isomorphism of cohomologies explicitly in the de Rham model. We will use this 
when we come to equivariant integration. 
3.1.3 Subspaces with Non-trivial Stabiliser 
Let M be a manifold with an action of the compact Lie group G. Very frequently, the action of 
G 1S not free on M and so we need some way of looking at the subset 
Mo = {p E M\ Stab(p) is non-trivial }. 
Since the stabiliser of a point is a Lie Subgroup of G, define for each Lie subgroup H c G 
MH = {p E M\ Stab{p) = H}. 
We immediately see that 
Mo= U MH. 
HcG 
We are very fortunate in this situation, as, following Berline, Getzler and Verne [8], we know that 
each MH is a submanifold. The argument is illustrated as follows. 
By averaging over G if necessary, we may assume that M possesses a G-invariant Riemannian 
metric. 
Proposition 3.1.3 A G-invariant Riemannian metric on M yields a G-invariant Levi-Civita 
connection. 
We can prove this last statement by showing that Ad(g) V" satisfies the definition of the Levi-
Civita connection, and conclude that the two are equal, by the uniqueness of the Levi-Civita 
connection. 
Proposition 3.1.4 MH is a submanifold of M. 
Proof 
Let p E MH, then we have the isotropy representation p H --+ Aut(TpM) given by the 
derivative of each 9 E H as a diffeomorphism of M, i.e. 
p(g) = Dgp. 
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Fix ~ E I), s E IR and choose v in the fixed set of p ( exp (s~)). Consider the geodesic, starting at 
P in the direction v. The geodesic equation is 
V' -r(t)i'(t) = O. 
Set l' = exp (s~h, then 
1. 1'(0) = exp (s~h(O) = exp (sOp = Pi 
2. ,y(0) = exp (s~h*i'(O) = exp (s~h*v = Vi 
3. we have 
exp (s~)*V' -r(t) exp (s~)*i'(t) 
exp (s~)* ( exp (s~)*V' -r(t)i'(t)) 
by the invariance of the Levi-Civita connection 
o 
since, satisfies the geodesic equation. 
Hence MH contains the geodesic ,. This is true for all ~ E I),and for any geodesic, with 
,(0) E MH and i'(0) tangent to MH so MH is a submanifold. • 
3.1.4 The Principle of Localisation 
Here we follow the topological approach of Atiyah and Bott [5J as detailed by Michael Selby [28J. 
First, consider the inclusion of a manifold Y in the compact manifold X. Let 1f : vY --+ Y be 
the normal bundle of this inclusion and k the co dimension of Y in X. 
The equivariant Thorn isomorphism says 
H q (Y) --+ Hq+k (vY) ~ Hq+k(X X\Y) T ~~ T' 
C f-t 1f*C 1\ u 
where u is the equivariant Thorn class. 
Now, we know that 
HT(pt) = HT = C[6,.·· ,~d 
where l is the dimension of T. Define 
and 
H/~(X) = HT(X) 0Hi- H/~. 
Now suppose that Y is the set of T-fixed points of X. We have the following Lemma. 
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Lemma 3.1.5 (Selby [28]) 1/ T acts freely on X then H/~(X) = O. 
Proof 
Since T acts freely, we must have HT(X) ~ He(X/G). Hence HHX) ~ 0 for all sufficiently large 
q. Choose a non zero ~ E HY. Then for each a E HT(X), (3 E H/~, we have 
for sufficiently large N (the tensor product being over HY). Hence 
and since these elements generate H/~(X), the result follows. • 
Corollary 3.1.6 (Selby [28]) In the long exact sequence 0/ the pair (X,X\Y), the map 
is an isomorphism. 
This follows immediately since T acts freely on X\Y. Given a map / : M --t N between compact 
manifolds, we have the "umkehrungs" or pushforward homomorphism 
(where m is the dimension of M and n of N), that satisfies 
(3.6) 
for a E He(M), (3 E He{N). In particular, if f is a fibration, then f. is merely integration along 
the fibre. 
Now, consider the sequence 
Y Y X -4 {pt}. 
Let a E HT(X), then by (3.6) 
where 1 E H'T(Y) is the formal unit. Hence u = t.(l) is the equivariant Thom class and is 
invertible being the composition 
Recall that the Euler class is defined to be e = t*u = t*t*{l). In his thesis (28], Selby shows that 
e and u are both invertible in H'·(X). This allows us to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1.7 Let the torus T act on the compact manifold M with fixed set Mo, then for any 
a: E HT(M) 
r r L*a: 
JM a: = JMo e(v(Mo)) 
where v(Mo) is the normal bundle of Mo in M 
For the proof, again see [28] pp24-25. 
3.1.5 Localisation for Manifolds With Boundary 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and a unitary action of 81, and again 
let Mo be the set of points fixed by every element of 81 
Lemma 3.1.8 Let L{) : 8Mo '-t Mo be inclusion. If V(A; B) denotes the normal bundle of A in 
Band E the bundle of vectors normal to both Mo and 8M then 
L;;V(Mo; M) = V(8Mo, 8M) E9 E 
Proof 
We have for each p E 8Mo 
Hence 
The result follows from this. 
Corollary 3.1.9 If Mo rh 8M then 
= TpM 
TpMo 
(TpMo + Tp8M) E9 Ep 
TpMo 
Tp 8M E 
TpMo n Tp8M E9 p 
Tp 8M 
= Tp(Mo n 8M) fB Ep 
Tp8M 
Tp8Mo E9 Ep 
Vp(8Mo;8M) E9 Ep. 
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• 
Proof 
If Mo rh 8 M then E = o. • 
Definition 3.1.10 We shall say that a group G acts transversely on a manifold M with boundary 
if Morh8M. 
Theorem 3.1.11 Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and let the circle 51 
act orthogonally on M with Mo the set of points in M fixed by every element of 51. Let a be an 
equivariantly closed form on M and E be the bundle of vectors normal to Mo and 8M, then 
f f £*a f ( £*a ) 
JM a(~) = JMo e(~) - J8Mo £8 e(~)2 e(E)(~) 
where £ : Mo Y M and e(O is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of Mo within M. 
Proof 
Choose {} so that 
£.,~{} = 0 
for each ~ E LieS 1 and that (}(X~) = 1. 
fM a(~) = r f a(~)(} JA e!!!:OJ8(M\U.)dg{}W 
r ( a(~){} r f a(~)(} 
e!!!:O J 8M\au. dg{}( ~) - e!!!:O J 8U. \8M dg{}W 
Now, 
_ lim ( a(~)(} = ( £oa(~). 
e-tO J au. \8M dg{}(~) J Mo e(~) 
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Also 
r [ a(~)O 
c!!!.:o l8M\8u. dgB(~) r [ d (a(~)O B ) c!!!.:o l8M\8u. 9 dgB(~) dgB( ~) 
= r [ ( a(~)O B ) 
c!!!.:o l8(8M\8u.) dgB(~) dgB(~) 
= r [ ( a(~)B B ) 
- c!!!.:o l8u.n8M dgB(~) dgB(~) 
= [ * (L*a) 1 
- l8Mo L8 e(~) e(V(8Mo; 8M))(~) 
[ * (L*a) e(E)(~) 
- l8Mo L8 e(~) e(V(8Mo; 8M) EEl E)(~) 
- laMo La CL(~~2 ) e(E)(~) 
using Lemma 3.1.8 and functoriality of the Euler class. 
Hence we have, 
[ [Loa(~) [ * ( L*a ) 
1M a(~) = 1 Mo ~ - l8Mo L8 e(~)2 e(E)(~) 
as desired. • 
Corollary 3.1.12 If 81 acts transversely we have, 
[ [Loa(~) [ * ( L*a ) lMa(~)=lMo e(~) -18Mo L8 e(~)2 . 
Corollary 3.1.13 Let M be a compact manifold with boundary with smooth transverse action of 
81 and a E OSl (M). Then 
Proof 
Follows from Theorem 3.1.11, the boundary term vanishing due to exactness of the integrand .• 
Corollary 3.1.14 Let M be a non-compact manifold with smooth action of 81 and a E OSl (M) 
be compactly supported. Then 
Remark 
Notice now that we can remove the issue of compactness in Corollary 3.1.13. We can take a 
sequence of compact submanifolds with boundary which exhausts the manifold and prove the 
identity on all of these. Thus the question of existence of the integral is reduced merely to the 
question as to whether the form dga is integrable. 
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3.2 Equivariant Cohomology of Symplectic Manifolds 
3.2.1 Preliminaries 
Let (M, w) be a compact symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian action of the compact Lie group 
G. Let J.L : M --t g* be the moment map of this action, and assume that 0 is a regular value of J.L 
so that J.L-1(0) is a manifold and hence so is the Marsden-Weinstein quotient M//G = J.L-1(0)/G. 
Our goal is to relate integrals (i.e cohomology) over M // G to integrals over M. 
Let N = J.L-1(0), then we have the principal bundle 
7r: N --t M = N/G. 
Let ~l •.• ~8 be an orthonormal basis of G and () = ()i~i be a connection on N --t M, then 
is a volume form on the fibre of N, hence 
The main result is 
Theorem 3.2.1 
{ eiwo = lim (ir
2 
{[dy]e ( -~l/) { eiw+i{/L,y} 
JM t-too (27r) volG Jg J M 
where at all times we are using a version of the Berezin integral formalism, that the integral of a 
k-form over a l-dimensional sub-manifold is zero if k :I l. 
3.2.2 The Kirwan Map 
Let M be a compact symplectic manifold and G a compact connected Lie Group which acts in a 
Hamiltonian fashion on M, and let J.L be a moment map. Suppose that 0 is a regular value of J.L 
In [19], Frances Kirwan details a method by which we can show that there is a surjective map 
"': Ha(M; C) --t W(M//G; C) 
which is given as '" = t*(p*)-l where p: J.L-1(0) --t M//G is the quotient map with 
being the isomorphism, since G acts locally freely on J.L-1 (0), and t : J.L-1 (0) '-t M inclusion. This 
is proved using the Morse theory of the function f = 1J.L12 using the Killing norm on g*. 
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We should like to obtain a similar result for the boundaries of symplectic manifolds, and later 
consider hyperKahler manifolds and boundaries of hyperKahler manifolds. 
The function f gives us a stratification of M, that is a finite collection of subspaces SOt, such that 
1. 
2. there is a partial ordering> on A such that 
Let MOt = UOt~"Y S"Y. We have the result 
Lemma 3.2.2 ([19], Lemma 2.18 pp33-34) Suppose {S"YIi E A} is a smooth G-invariant 
stratification of M such that for each a E A, the equivariant Euler class of the normal bun-
dle to SOt in M, is not a zero divisor in 
Ha(SOt; C). 
Then the inclusion 
induces a surjection 
For the proof see [19]. For symplectic manifolds with a Hamiltonian action of SI, we know by 
Proposition 3.1.4, that not only is the fixed set a submanifold, but its Euler class is not a zero 
divisor! Kirwan also proves that the stratifications obtained by minimally degenerate functions 
are just as good, and that moment maps are minimally degenerate and the stratifications satisfy 
the hypothesis in Theorem 3.2.2. 
3.2.3 The Symplectic Structure near p,-l(O) 
Guillemin and Sternberg in [16] give a proof of the coisotropic embedding theorem which allows 
us to describe the structure of M in a neighbourhood of N. We state it in the following form 
Theorem 3.2.3 (The Coisotropic Embedding Theorem) (Guillemin and Sternberg [16) p315) 
Given a symplectic manifold (B,wo) and a principal G-bundle 7r : P --+ B then there is a unique 
1 symplectic manifold (M, w) into which P embeds as a coisotropic submanifold and the restriction 
of w to P is precisely 7r*wo. 
1 upto symplectomorphism 
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The main corollary to this is the following 
Corollary 3.2.4 ([18]) Given a compact symplectic manifold (M,w) with a Hamiltonian G-
action and moment map J.t : M ----+ g* with 0 a regular value and N = J.t- 1(O), there is a 
neighbourhood U of N and a diffeomorphism <J?: N x Bh(Ojg*) ----+ U such that 
<J?*w = 7r*wo + dT 
where T(p,<!» = {4>,Op}, where 0 is a connection on 7r : N ----+ M//G. 
Corollary 3.2.4 tells us that functions and forms supported on a sufficiently small neighbourhood 
of N can be replaced by functions and forms supported on a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 
N x {O} in N x g*. This will prove very useful when we come to consider equivariant integration. 
3.2.4 Equivariant Integration 
Theorem 3.2.1 was really introduced by Witten in [29] and the technique that we use to prove 
this theorem is by Jeffries and Kirwan in [18] although they go further and produce some results 
proving a localisation formula. 
We need to set up some theory of Gaussian integrals and Fourier analysis on Lie algebras. First 
we have a technical result which we will need. 
Proposition 3.2.5 Let U and V be s-dimensional manifolds.If {aj}j=l C 01(U) and {bj }j=l C 
01(V) then 
Proof 
This is a simple calculation: 
• 
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We have a general Gaussian integral formula, the proof of which is a standard argument using 
the method of "Completing the square": 
~[dxJe(-alxI2+b(X'Y)) = (lr e(~IYI2). (3.7) 
Putting b = i and a = 1/4t into this, we have 
8(x) = lim ( fT.) 8 e( -tlxI2) = lim (-21) 8 {[dyJe ( _~~12 +i(X,y)) . (3.8) t~oo y:; t~oo 7r Jg 
Proof of 3.2.1 
(Following [18]) We put a connection on N (or a metric on M) with connection form e. The 
generalised form 
1 ( .=.l.¥.t.) lim e 4t eiw+i{/l,y} t~oo g 
on M is supported on N = {L-l (0) by (3.8), hence by Corollary 3.2.4 
lim {[dyJe ( -I~/) { eiw+i{/l,y} 
t~ooJg JM 
= (_W 2 (27rr IN ei1r* wo n 
(-W\27rrvoIG 1M eiwo . 
We now obtain some useful formula for the integration of general forms on M. 
• 
Theorem 3.2.6 Let TI E no (M) be equivariantly closed and have representative Tlo E W(M). If 
M has no boundary then 
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Proof 
The proof of this fact is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, but there are a few technicalities 
to overcome first. 
Suppose that 1/ = L-11/1¢1 where I is a multi-index, {¢iH=l is a basis for g* and 1/1 E n·(M)G. 
We have 
i[dy]e( _~~12) 1M eiw+i{I"Y}1/(y) 
f[dy]e(=W:-) f eiw f [d¢]ei{I/l'Y}8(¢-IL)1/(y) Jg JM Jg. 
2: f[dy]e(=W:-) { eiw ( [d¢]ei{I/l'Y}8(¢-IL)1/1¢I(y) 1 Jg JM Jg. 
= (-1)822:( -i) III { eiw 1/1 ( [d¢]8(¢ - IL) { [dy]e ( _!{.12) ei{I/l'Y}illIYI. 
1 JM Jg. Jg 
Now, notice that the last integral is a derivative of the Fourier transform of 
which in the limit as t -4 00 is the delta-function ¢ f-t 8(¢). Hence the generalised function 
is supported only on N, which means that by Corollary 3.2.4, we can replace M with N x g* in 
the original integral. 
Now by Theorem 3.1.2 we have 
for some (3 E no (M), where L : 1L-1 (O) '-+ M is the inclusion. Hence 
{ [dy]e ( _~~12) { eiw+i{I',Y} d
g
{3(y) 
Jg JNxg+ 
+ r[dy]e(-1~'2) f eiw+i{/',Y}7r*1/o, 
Jg JNX9+ 
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Now let us examine the first term here. From the above argument 
([dy]e( ¥.) ( eiw+i{/L'Y}dg,a(y) 
Jg JNxg* 
= ([dy]e(¥.) ( dg (eiW+i/L(Y),a) (y) Jg JNxg* 
since w + J.L(Y) is an equivariantly closed form, 
= ([dy]e(¥.) ( d(eiW+i/L(Y),a)(y) 
Jg JNxg* 
([dy]e( ¥.) ( Xy--.J (eiW+i/L(Y),a) (y) 
Jg JNxg* 
= O. 
The last term here vanishes since the integrand does not contain differential forms of top degree, 
the first by Stokes' theorem. 
The rest of the proof now follows that of Theorem 3.2.1. • 
Remark 
Using Theorem 3.2.2, we find that for every "10 E ne(Jn), there is a"l E no (M) such that 
where t : J.L- 1 (0) y M is the inclusion and 11" : J.L- 1 (0) ---+ JY( is the quotient map. 
We will simplify matters by following Witten's notation, and write 
i 1. 1 _Iff 1 a(~) = -  (0) hm d~e 4. a(~). M vo t----too g M 
In this notation we may rewrite the result of Theorem 3.2.6 as 
3.2.5 Localisation and Residues 
First we observe that in the case of a circle action, by Theorem 3.2.6 we have a Fourier transform 
where F denotes Fourier transform. 
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We also have a rather interesting fact. Let M be a Riemannian manifold, V a vector space and 
I : M ---t V a smooth map. Suppose that ° and v are regular values of I such that that the line 
segment [0, vJ is a set of regular values of I. For any t E [0, v] set 
Now we have a way of relating Ms and Mt . Let X be the vector field on M normal to fJ.-l(tV) 
for all t defined by 
a 
DlpX(p) = at (f(p)) 
where tt is the unit tangent vector on [O,vJ pointing to v. This is well defined since DlpX(p) 
fails to be an isomorphism of the normal space to Mt at p with V only on critical points which 
do not lie in 1-1 ([0, v]). The flow of this vector field gives us a diffeomorphism at : M ---t M 
with the property that 
whenever s + tv E [0, vJ. So now we know that the diagram 
W(M) 
0'* 
s 
(where Lt : M t ---t M is inclusion) commutes since we have an obvious homotopy between ts o as 
and LO. If c E W (M), then for all t E [O,lJ 
Theorem 3.2.7 
We now apply the theory above to I = J-L and v = ( If 1] E !lSl (M) and Lt : fJ. -1 (to y M then 
we have 1]0 E H·(J-L- 1(0)/SI) such that 
So we have 
Theorem 3.2.8 For sufficiently small ( E IR 
lim (i) r dye ( - ~~12) r eiw+i{/-I,y} 1](Y) 
t-+oo (2n) volS I JIR. J M 
= 
lim (i) r dye( -llt) r eiw+i{(/-I-()'Y}1](Y) 
t-+oo (2n) volSI J IR. J M 
= lim (i) F (Y f-t e ( ~) r eiW+i{/-I'Y}1](Y)) ((). 
t-+oo (J21T) volS l J M 
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Proof 
r 1]0 
111-- 1 (0)/S1 
= r 7r*1]0 1\ L~e 
11-'-1(0) 
e being the fibre volume on the principal bundle 
J,£-l([O, (]) -+ J,£-l([O, (D/S I 
where the last equality follows by the proof of Theorem 3.2.6. • 
So this last result means that 
is smooth on a neighbourhood of 0. But by the localisation theorem (Theorem 3.1.7), we know 
that 
where e(z) is the Euler class of the normal bundle of Mo in M. Thus, by Proposition 8.7 of [18J 
= 
= 
where X is a smooth positive function on IR with compact support and ~ E IR. Professors Kirwan 
and Jeffries show that because 
is smooth at 0, the latter integral is independent of X and~. Now we may bring to bear the 
standard theory of complex analysis. We know that F(X) is entire when extended to C because 
X is smooth and compactly supported On IR (Proposition 8.4 of [18]), we also know that J,£ is 
constant and non-zero on Mo since ° is a regular value of f..L. Hence using the Residue theorem 
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from complex analysis 
1 1 1 t'M: (e iw+i{J.'?-t/J}1]( -¢)) lim --3 F(X) (c¢) 0 d¢ 
0-+0+ (21f)2 IR-i{ Mo e(-¢) 
__ i_ 1 tMoeiW+i{J."Y}1](y) 
= /i'LCoeffy-l ( ) 
y21f Mo e Y 
where we always take the Laurent expansion of the integrand at y = O. Thus we end up with the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.9 Let M be compact symplectic manifold with Hamiltonian action of the circle 
such that 0 is a regular value of the moment map J.L .Let t : J.L- 1 (0) y M be inclusion. If 
1] E OSl (M) is equivariantly closed and satisfies 
t * 1](Y) = 1f* 1]0 + dg,8(y) 
for some closed 1]0 E O(M//Sl) and,8 E OSl(M), then 
where we always take the Laurent expansion of the integrand at y = o. 
Corollary 3.2.10 Let M be compact symplectic manifold with Hamiltonian action of the torus 
Jk such that 0 E Lie(Jk) is a regular value of the moment map J.L. Choose a splitting of Jk into 
the product of circles Let t : J.L- 1 (0) y M be inclusion. If 1] E Olrk (M) is equivariantly closed 
satisfies 
t*1](Yl" ., ,Yk) = 1f*1]0 + d g,8(Yl, ... ,Yk) 
for some closed 1]0 E O(M//Sl) and,8 E OSl(M), then 
1M eiwo 1]O = (2~) k 1M eiW+i{J.'.l!.}1](1L) 
= - --Coeff -1 -1 { ( 
l)k 1 tMo (e iW+i{J.'.l!.}1](1L)) 
21f vonk Yl .... 'Yk } At e(y) o _ 
where we always take the Laurent expansion of the integrand at 1L = o. 
3.3 Equivariant Integrals in HyperKiihler Reduction 
3.3.1 Preliminaries 
Recall that a hyperKiihler manifold (M, w) is a 4k-dimensional Riemannian manifold with three 
symplectic forms which form the components of the sp(l)-valued 2-form 
w = W! ® 6 + wJ ® .D + Wik ® Ik 
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whose associated complex structures (resp (6,], Ik)) obey 
Let M be compact and G act on M with a tri-Hamiltonian action, that is, the action is Hamil-
tonian with respect to each of the symplectic forms. Then we have a threefold moment map 
such that 
for each ~ E g,X E r (TM). For an element a = ao + a16 + a2] + a31k E IH and X E TpM, we set 
If 0 is a regular value of il, we can form the hyperKiihler reduction 
M = il- l (0) /G = M ////G. 
Now we can regard this reduction in several ways: 
1. as the quotient of No = il- l (0) by G, 
2. if we fix a complex structure 6 then set We = wJ + iWIk and J..le = J..lJ + iJ..lIk' then we can 
view M////G as Ne//G with respect to the Kahler form WI where Ne = J..le-l(O), a Kahler 
reduction, 
3. fix a complex structure 6 and take the GIT symplectic reduction of M by the complex group 
Ge. 
Essentially we'd like to use the first point of view. It is independent of any choices and the various 
spaces and groups involved will be compact, a fact that the other choices do not share. 
We do have not have a hyperKahler version of the Coisotropic embedding theorem due to lack of 
a hyper-Darboux theorem. However, we can make some attempt at looking at the hyperKahler 
structure near il- l (0) in the simpler case of a torus action. 3.2.4 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let (M, (.,.) ,w) be a hyperKiihler manifold with a tn-Hamiltonian action of the 
k-dimensional torus G, and moment map il : M ---+ g* 0 sp(l) ~ 9 0 CSIH. Suppose that 0 is a 
regular value of p, so that N = J..l-l(O) is a submanifold. Then there are k differential1-forms 
</ll' E SV(Mj IH) such that on a sufficiently small tubular neighbourhood of N, we have 
w = w' _ <//Jt /\ </P 
where W' is closed and restricts on N to 7l"*wo, the pullback under the projection of the hyperKiihler 
structure Wo of M////G. As a result </p-/\ </P is also closed. 
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Proof 
Note that in a small tubular neighbourhood U around N in M, Djip is surjective for all p E U. 
So restricted to U 
T M ~ ker dji EEl (ker dj1).L 
Now, examining kerdji, we notice that, because the group acting is a torus, we have for all p E U, 
~,'TI E g 
w (X~(p), X1)(p)) = {ji(p) , [~, 'TIn 
= 0 (3.9) 
where {', .} denotes the invariant inner product on g. Denote the sub-bundle of ker dji by V which 
form the vertical vector fields over M / G, and set H = ker dji n (V).L. Now, let {X oj ~=1 be an 
orthonormal frame of V over a (possibly smaller) U. Then 
T M = H EEl V EEl V~D-I 
where V~D-I = Span{qXalq E ~1H}~=1' Now we can set 
¢g 1 v'2 (Xa,·) 
¢f 
1 
v'2 (HXa,') 
¢~ 1 = v'2 (JXa,·) 
¢'3 
1 
= v'2 (IkXa,·) 
and 
Now setting qo = 1, ql = H, q2 = J, q3 = Ik, we have for all Ct., f3 and i,j E {O, 1,2, 3} 
i"lj 
i=j 
since W vanishes on V by (3.9). Hence the vector fields {qiX.B}~=l:=O form an orthonormal frame 
for H.L on U. Using this we can show that 
where 
(i,j, k) is an even permutation of (1,2,3) 
(i, j, k) is an odd permutation of (1,2,3) 
otherwise. 
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It can be readily checked that 
Now let w' = w + ifP 1\ ifP. Now we know by construction that for v E H,X E Hl. we have 
w(v, X) = 0, since qX E Hl. for all q E D-l. So w' is a purely horizontal form. By construction, 
ifP 1\ ifP is purely vertical/normal. Since 
0= dw = dw' - d(¢C¥ 1\ ifP) 
we know that dw' can have at most one vertical/normal component, and d(¢C¥ 1\ ¢c¥) at most one 
horizontal component. Hence, by comparing components, we have dw' = 0 and d(¢C¥ 1\ ¢C¥) = o . 
• 
Remark 
Notice that the ¢g gives rise to the connection on N -+ M////G generated by the metric when 
we restrict to N. 
Now, a hyperKiihler manifold has a canonical4-form, namely2 
In fact, the cohomology class of this 4-form is the 1st Pontryagin class of A~ T* M (see [9]). Our 
aim is to mimic the construction of the symplectic version of Witten's equivariant integral, but 
there are hidden dangers in this approach. If we try the approach of taking a complex structure, 
then not only do we lose the invariance under change of complex structure but we have problems 
local ising the Poincare dual of Nc = /-LeI (0). Other methods involve reducing by a non-compact 
group which may be fine in the algebraic-geometric sense but the integration is not very well-
defined. 
Definition 3.3.2 Let M be a hyperKiihler manifold which possesses a 
tri-Hamiltonian action of the compact Lie group G and a E no (M) be an equivariant form. We 
shall say that a is associated to ao E ne (M) if 
where t : ii-I (0) -+ M is inclusion and 7r : ii-I (0) -+ M is the quotient map and {3 E 
no (iI- 1 (0)). In the case that a and ao are compactly supported, we shall say that a is compactly 
associated to ao if a is associated to ao as above, and the form {3 is also compactly supported. 
2We use the dot. to denote the scalar product of quaternions following the motivation from regarding ~IH as 
1R3. Hence /). is an operation 
/). : A"(V) ® IH x A"(V) ® IH -t A"(V) 
for any vector space V, given by combining the quaternionic dot product with the wedge product. 
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Proposition 3.3.3 The equivariant form 
O(y) = (w + {P,y})f.. (w + {P,y}) 
is an equivariantly closed IR-valued form. 
Proof 
For each q E {H,], Ik}, we have 
Hence 
Y 1-7 (w + {P, y})f.. (w + {P, y}) = L (wq + {{Lq, y}) 1\ (wq + {{Lq, y}) 
qE{I,J,Ik} 
is an equivariantly closed IR-valued form. • 
Now, there is an issue of compactness arising here. There are no compact hyperKiihler manifolds 
which admit tri-hamiltonian actions of Lie groups, and besides the ADHM construction is a 
hyperKiihler reduction of a non-compact case. However, we can talk about certain submanifolds 
of non-compact hyperKahler manifolds which reduce under the action of a tri-hamiltonian group 
action to sub manifolds of the quotient. 
Definition 3.3.4 We shall say that the tri-Hamiltonian action of a Lie group G on a hyperKiihler 
manifold M with respects a G -invariant sub manifold L of M if for each pEL any vector normal 
to L at p lies in ker Dpp. 
Remark 
For a group action to respect a submanifold L of a hyperKiihler manifold, it is necessary that the 
co dimension of L in M should not exceed three times the dimension of the group. 
Theorem 3.3.5 Let M be a hyperKiihler manifold that admits a tri-hamiltonian action of the 
compact Lie group G with moment map p. Let 0 E 9 ® ~IH be a regular value and suppose further 
that the action of G respects a G -invariant submanifold L , then 
L n P-I(O) 
G 
is a submanifold of M////G with the same codimension as L in M . 
Proof 
This is an exercise in tranversality. For each pEL n p-I (0) 
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Since the action respects L, kerDJ-Lp contains the normal vectors at p, proving that Lrhjt-1(0). 
Hence this is a G invariant manifold of dimension n - 3 dim G and. the result follows. • 
We will prove a Witten-style formula for submanifolds of hyperKahler spaces that are respected 
by the group action. To do this, we need a number of results. 
Proposition 3.3.6 For n E tN and x E IR\ {O} 
lim e- 41 +~XYy2 dy = 0 1 JC.. n t~oo IR 
Proof 
A calculation. 
k e-fe+iXYy~ e-tx2 k e-(&t-ixVtry~dy 
= 2e-tx\/i f e- z2 (2v'tz + 2ixt) ~ dz 
JIR-iXVt 
= 2e-
tx2 t!!f! f e-z2 (2-':'" + 2iX) ~ dz 
JIR-isign(x) It 
since either branch of the square root 
is holomorphic away from 0 
-+ 0 
as t -+ 00 provided x # O. • 
Theorem 3.3.7 Let (M,w) be a hyperKahler manifold with a tri-hamiltonian3 action ofS1 and 
associated hyperKahler moment map jt: M -+ ~IH. Suppose that 0 is a regular value for jt and 
let M = M////S 1 be the hyperKahler reduction of M with hyperKahler structure woo IffJo E O·(M) 
is compactly supported and compactly associated with fJ E OSI (M), then we have 
Proof 
Notice that 
1M eiwo /.\ Wo (4iwot.- Wo + 1) fJo 
_~_ 1 eiW/,\W+2iyIYit.W+iliII2YfJ(v'Y). 
67rZV2 JM 
is a polynomial in ..;y due to the presence of a (usual) form in the exponent, so we can apply 
Proposition 3.3.6 to show that the integrand is supported on N. 
3therefore implying M is not compact 
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Also, by Lemma 3.3.1 , we have in a neighbourhood of N 
w/).w = w'/).w' 
- w'/). (</> 1\ (f) 
+ 6</>0 1\ </>1 1\ ch 1\ ¢3 
and by the remark under Lemma 3.3.1, </>0 is a connection on N --t JY( modified to take real 
values and scaled by a factor of 0' From this it is worth trying to estimate eiWf).. w on the space 
N = [1-1(0). 
Claim 3.3.8 On a small enough tubular neighbourhood U of N we have 
eiwAw 
= eiw' MJ'-iw' A (</JA~)+6i</JoA</JlA</J2A</J3 
Proof 
Let us simplify matters by temporarily writing 
B = -iw'/). (</> 1\ (f) 
C = 6i</>0 1\ </>1 1\ </>2 1\ </>3, 
It is not hard to prove that A, Band C commute (they are even degree forms), and satisfy 
Then 
B2 = 4AC, 
C2 = 0, 
BC = O. 
n a , , 
= ~ ~ n. a. An-a Ba-bCb 
~ 6 a!(n - a)! b!(a - b)! 
n a , 
~~ n. An-aBa-bcb 
LJ LJ (n - a)!b!(a - b)! 
a=Ob=O n, n, 
= ~ n. An-aBa + ~ n. An-aBa-1c ~ (n - a)!a! ~ (n - a)!(a - I)! 
2 , 
= ~ n. An-a Ba + nAn- 1C ;:0 (n - a)!a! 
An + nAn- 1 B + ~n(n _1)An- 2 B2 + nAn- 1C. 
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Hence 
00 (A+B+Ct 1+2: I n. 
n=l 
1 ~ An + nAn-l B + ~n(n - I)An-2 B2 + nAn-lc. = +~ I n. n=l . 
00 An 00 An-l B 00 An-2 B2 00 An-IC. 
1+"-+" +" +"--~ n! ~ (n - I)! ~ (n - 2)! ~ (n - I)! 
eA + eA B + 4eA AC + eAC 
= eA (1 + B + 4AC + C) , 
and substituting back gives the desired result. • 
Since the normal bundle of N is trivialised by the nowhere vanishing sections ifX~ for if E {H,], II<}, 
we can write U = N x V. where V. is the ball in ~IH centred at 0 with radius E and such that 
if x = (x, Z) E N x Ve , then in this trivialisation P(x, Z) = z. This follows from the fact that 
for any local submersion f of manifolds, there are local coordinate charts such that f is locally a 
projection, see [15J. SO we if we set 
we can write 
1M eiw~ w+2ivIYJ1.W+ilJ112Y1J( Jy) 
J eiw' ~w'-iw' ~ (cf>Aif»)+6icf>oAcf>lAI/>2Acf>3+i lzI2yW(z, Jy)t*1J( Jy) 
JNXV. 
= J eiw' ~ w'-iw' ~ (cf>Aif»)+6icf>oAcf>lM2Acf>3+ilzI2yW(Z, Jy) (-rr*1Jo + dg,B( Jy)) 
JNXV. 
= J eiw' ~ w' -iw' ~ (cf>Aif»)+6icf>oAcf>lM2Acf>3+ilzI2yW (z, Jy)7r*1Jo 
JNXV. 
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using a similar argument in Theorem 3.2.6 and the compactness of the support of (3. Using the 
fact that dz= Xi-.Jw = <P - <Po, we see that 
1M eiWI.I W+2iy'yiI.W+iliII2Y1J(..jY) 
= 1 eiW'1.I w'-iw'l.I (,/>!\4J)+6it/>oJ\dVOI(Z)+i lzI2yW(z, ..jY)7r*1JO 
!NXV. 
1 eiW'I.IW'+ilzI2yW(z, ..jY)7r*1Jo 
!NXV. 
i 1 eiw'I.IW'+ilzI2YW'h (dzt\dz*)t\ W(Z,..jY)7r*1Jo 
!NXV. 
241 eiW'l.Iw'+ilzI2yw'hw' t\ <Po t\ dvol(Z) t\ W(z, ..jY)7r*1Jo 
!NXV. 
+ 6i 1 eiW'I.IW'+ilzI2y<po t\ dvol(Z) t\ W(z, ..jY)7r*1Jo 
!NXV. 
= 6i 1 eiW'I.IW'+ilzl2y (4iw'hw + 1) <Po t\ dvol(Z) t\ W(z, ..jY)7r*1Jo 
!NXV. 
where we have also used the Claim 3.3.8. Now we examine the integrals in z and y. The integral 
has the form 
Let ~+ be the upper half unit-hemisphere in ~IH and write 
z=rO 
where 0 E ~+. 
Now 
and hence is a polynomial in a term of the form .,fYz.a for fixed quaternion a. It makes sense 
then to evaluate the integral 
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for n E IN. Notice that when n is odd, the integral necessarily vanishes as the integral in r is the 
integral of an odd function. This leaves us with the case n even. So 
II; 1100 eir2Y(y'yo.a)2nr2n+2dydvol(O)dr 
-I; ~+ -00 
= II; 1100 eir2Yyn(O.a)2nr2n+2dydvol(O)dr 
-I; ~+ -00 
= (1 (iJ.i!j,ndVol(U)) l' 100 e,,'uynr,n+'dydr 
E+ -e -00 
= const lee r2n+2 Dn (<5) (r)dr 
= Dn(r r-+ r2n+2)(o) 
= O. 
Thus 
lim ! l e-f..+ilzI2yW(z, y'y)dvol(Z)dy 
t--+oo v. IR 
= lim i h e-f..+ilzI2yW(z, O)dvol(Z)dy 
t--+oo v. IR 
= lim i h e-f..+i IZI2Ydvol(Z)dy 
t--+oo V. IR 
= 211" ! <50ZJ2)dvol(Z) 
v. 
= 211" 
and 
1M eiiJl.\ iJ+2iy'YP,iJ+il i1l2Y1/( y'y) 
211" i ',;)' ~, 
= 6i-- e' I.\w (4iw'f.\w+l)¢ 1\11"*1/ lSI ,0 0 VO N 
= 
6,211" i *(iwoI.\WO(4'- -> I))¢ * Z volS l N 11" e' zwof.\ Wo + 0 1\ 11" 1/0· 
Now, recall that ¢o is ~ times the connection I-form which acts as a fibre volume form, Thus 
we have 
If the right hand side is known to exist, then the above argument may be reversed. • 
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Corollary 3.3.9 If M is a hyperKiihler manifold with a tri-Hamiltonian action of 81 and L an 
invariant submanifold respected by 81 . Further, if 
and TJ E nSl (L) is compactly supported and compactly associated to TJo E n· (,I:'), then 
1 eito(wof...Wo) (4it~(wo/.\wo) + 1) TJo 
_~_ 1 eit*(Wf...W+2iVYiZ.w+i/iZ/2Y)TJev!Y"), 
61l'zy'21L 
where t : L '--+ M and to : /:.; '--+ M are the inclusions . 
Proof 
This follows the proof of the above theorem, the main consequence of the action respecting the 
submanifold is that the Poincare dual of [1-1 (0) in M does not vanish when we restrict it to L . 
• 
Remark 
In these integrals, we have not assumed anything about (equivariant) closure. The integrals 
work well enough without that assumption. However, in order to use localisation, we do need 
assumptions on equivariant closure. 
3.3.2 Localisation of HyperKahler Integrals for G = 81 
At first sight, it appears that a localisation formula would be difficult to apply to the Witten-
style equation we derived in Theorem 3.3.7 due to the presence of the square roots. What is most 
important in this formula is that it doesn't depend on choice of square root! We can exchange 
- vy for vy in the formula and obtain the same result4 • Hence we have the result for the circle 
Theorem 3.3.10 
Proof 
1M eiwof... wo (4iwo/.\ Wo + 1) TJo 
.1 1 eiW f...w+i/i1I 2 y (e2iVYiZ,wTJ(v'Y) +e-2iVYiZ,wTJ(-v'Y)). 
12z1l'V2 1M 
Follows from Theorem 3.3.7 by summing 
1M eiwof... wo (4iwo/.\ Wo + 1) TJo = 
4Notice that we cannot replace -y for y in the symplectic formula without changing the result. This is due 
to the fact that by changing the sign in this situation, we change a Fourier transform into an inverse Fourier 
transform 
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and 
to get 
2 !M e iwo'-' wo (4iwof.\ Wo + 1) 1]0 
= _~_1 eiwl!.w+ili112y (e2ivIYi1.W1](VY) +e-2ivIYi1.W1](-VY)). 
6rrzv'2 JM 
Now for any polynomial P E qXJ, we know that the polynomial 
Q: y I-t P(y) +P(-y) 
• 
is a polynomial consisting only of even powers. Hence Q( y1Y) is a perfectly defined polynomial 
iii. y. By defining 
we see that 
Prev : qXJ -t qX2J 
Prev(Q)(X) = ! (Q(X) + Q( -X)) 
!M eiwol!.wo (4iwof.\ wo + 1)1]0 = 6rr:v'2 1M eiWl!.w+ili112YPrev (z I-t e2izi1.w1](Z)) (vy). (3.10) 
Examining the right hand side of the formula in Theorem 3.3.10, we can see that the integrand 
in Theorem 3.3.10 is an entire function of y. This allows us to apply the theory that Jeffrey and 
Kirwan develop in [18J to reduce the study after localising to residue formulre. After applying this 
we find that in the case for the circle we have the following localisation formula using a similar 
proof to that of Lemma 3.2.9. 
Theorem 3.3.11 ,Suppose 1] E 0Sl (M) is equivariantly closed and associated to the closed form 
1]0 E oeCM). Let t : (Mo) <--t M be the inclusion of the fixed set in M and e is the equivariant 
Euler class of the normal bundle of Mo in M. Then 
1M eiwol!.wo (4iwof.\ wo + 1) 1]0 
-1 {Coeff -1 [t*eiWI!.W+ili112yprev (z I-t t*e2iZi1.W1](Z)) (vy)] . 
6v'2rrvolS1 fMo y e(z) 
Proof 
First we examine the right hand side of (3.10). By Theorem 3.1.7, we know that 
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So we have 
hence 
by putting X = ../Y. Since the integrand is a rational function of y, the rest now follows from the 
same proof as Lemma 3.2.9 • 
Using this we can just extend this idea to a product of circles to get a a Witten-style expression 
and residue theorem for the torus. 
Theorem 3.3.12 Let M be a hyperKiihler manifold with tn-Hamiltonian action of the torus lfk. 
Let M = M////lfk and with hyperKiihler form wo, then for each compactly supported 1]0 E W(M) 
compactly associated to 1] E no (M), we have 
1M eiwot... wo (4iwof.\ Wo + 1) 1]0 
= (67l':v'2) k 1M eiwt...w+iE:=o li1vl2 YvPrev (&: t--+ e2iEv=okZi1v'W1]C~J) (JY.) 
where vp.. = (..fih, ... ,VYk). 
Proof 
We decompose lfk into the product of circles, and recursively use Theorem 3.3.7. • 
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Proof 
We decompose -U-k into the product of circles, and repeat Theorem 3.3.11. • 
Now we'd really like to extend this result to more complicated Lie groups than tori, in order to 
do this we must follow the strategy of Shaun Martin [22] and relate the integrals of a hyperKahler 
quotient by a to integrals of a hyperKahler quotient by its maximal torus T. 
3.3.3 HyperKahler Quotients and Tori 
We closely follow Shaun Martin here. Let a be a compact, connected Lie group with maximal 
torus T. Let Ll be the set of roots of T with A± being the set of ±ve roots. We have the 
orthogonal projection p : g --+ t, and we denote the moment map i1 : M --+ 9 ® <JIH by i1a and 
(p ® 1) 0 i1: M --+ t ® <JIH by i1T. Also set 
No = i1"(/(0), 
NT = i1r1(0), 
Ma = No/a, 
MT = NT/T. 
We suppose that 0 is regular for both i1a and i1T. 
Given Q E A we set Vo to be its associated root space (isomorphic to C) and define the vector 
bundle 
over MT. Define 
and 
We also have 
Na/T y MT 
q t 
Ma 
Proposition 3.3.14 [cf Proposition 1.2 of [22}} 
1. The vector bundle V+ --+ MT has a section s, which is transverse to the zero section Z, 
and such that the zero set of s is No /T. It follows that the normal bundle 
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2. Let Vert(q) be the vertical subspace of the fibration q : NG/T --t MG, that is the kernel of 
q*. Then 
Vert(q) ~ t*V+ 
This is a simple extension of Martin's results in [22]. 
Theorem 3.3.15 Let e+ = e(V+), then for each compactly supported a E O·(MG) with lift 
a E O·(MT) (that is t*a = q*a) 
{ 1 { _ 4 
IJY(G a = IWI IMT a 1\ e+, 
where W is the Weyl group ofT in G. 
Proof 
(Adapted from the proof of Theorem B [22]) 
First note that L*e+ = e(Vert(q)) by 3.3.14. By arguments given in [22], q.L*e+ = IWI. Thus 
• 
Lemma 3.3.16 The equivariant representative of e+ E W(MT) is given by 
w(y) = II a(y) E HT(M). 
aEt.+ 
Proof 
Since 1I"a : La = NT XT Va --t MT is a line bundle, we may form q* La --t NT where q : NT --t 
MT is the quotient map. From the standard theory of principal fibrations, we know that 
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This is not trivial in the equivariant sense, and we may put on the equivariant connection d + t::¥. 
Hence 
Since there are no usual forms present, we may conclude that e(LaJ(~) = t::¥(~). 
Hence 
e(V+) = II e(LaJ = II t::¥. 
aE.:l+ aE.:l+ 
• 
Finally we see that 
Theorem 3.3.17 If'fJ is compactly associated to 'fJo, then 
1M eiWot.-wo (4iwo~wo + l)'fJo 
(67r:J2) k I~I fM eiwt.-w+ililI2YPrev (z H e2izJ1.ww(z)4'fJ(Z)) (y'Y) 
The consequence of this theorem is that now we can replace the Lie group G by its maximal torus 
and use 3.3.7 recursively it la Guillemin and Kalkman[14J. 
3.4 Equivariant Characteristic Classes 
3.4.1 General Theory 
We wish to find an equivariant representative of the Jl-form of a submanifold in 1R4. Since this 
form was built up from a characteristic class it is necessary for us to consider the theory of 
equivariant characteristic classes. 
Let p : V --t M be an equivariant G bundle over the G-manifold M. We may form the new 
bundle VG --t MG by 
VG = EG XG V --t EG XG M = MG 
and compare the characteristic classes of V with those of G. 
Given an equivariant connection V' on V we may form a connection V' G on VG by pulling back by 
the projection EG x M --t M and pushing down to the quotient. Now if K is the structure group 
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of V, then it is also the structure group of Va, so given a K-invariant polynomial P E (Ot*)K 
we may form the characteristic classes 
cP = P(F(\1)) E neven(M) 
Cb = P(F(\1a)) E n~en (M). 
We should like to see how these are related. 
Proposition 3.4.1 (Selby [28] p16) 
If f : M ---+ N is G-equivariant between G-manifolds inducing the map 
fa: EG Xa M ---+ EG Xa N 
and p : V ---+ N a G-equivariant fibre bundle then 
faVa = (J*V)a 
The proof is easy and can be found in detail in [28] Choose a base point e E EG and let 
t : M ---+ EG x M be the inclusion m t-+ (e, m). So for an equivariant vector bundle p: V ---+ M 
we have 
V ~ t*(V x EG) 
where q : EG x M ---+ Ma is the quotient map.We must be careful here; this is an isomorphism 
of bundles but is not necessarily equivariant. If we set r = qt : M --+ Ma then r* : Ha(M) ---+ 
H*(M), and further it can also be shown that 
3.4.2 de Rham Theory 
We now translate the equivariant theory into de Rham formalism. Recall that we make the 
identification 
n*(Ma) --+ nc (M) = (n*(M) 0 qg*])a 
we can also make the identification 
n*(Ma;Va) --+ (n*(M;V) 0q9*J)a 
and call these the equivariant forms on M with values in V. Following [8], given an equivariant 
connection \1 on V --+ M, we can form the de Rham version \1 9 of the corresponding connection 
on Va ---+ Ma by setting 
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As mentioned in [8J pp21O-211, we are motivated by 
to define the equivariant curvature 
whence 
(3.11) 
where .cr is the Lie derivative on V induced by the action of the vector field X~. Now, given 
a K-invariant polynomial P (K being the structure group of V), we may obviously form an 
equivariant characteristic class 
How does this relate to the corresponding characteristic class of VIG on MIG? 
If G does not act freely on M, then consider the manifold M* = M\Mo of points with trivial 
stabiliser. Hence M* IG is a manifold. 
Lemma 3.4.2 For a vector bundle V --t M* 
where q : M --t MIG is the quotient map. 
Proof 
Given an equivariant connection \7 on V, we may proceed as in 2.1.1 to obtain a connection \7' on 
VIG --t M* IG. In turn q*\7' determines an equivariant and horizontal connection on V ----t M* 
and hence an equivariant de Rham connection \7~ on Va --t Ma. 
We therefore have two connections on Va --t Ma namely \7 9 and \7~. By the usual arguments 
in the theory of characteristic classes 
But P(Fg(\7') = q* P(F(\7')) and defines an equivariantly closed form on M*. So the result 
follows. • 
Corollary 3.4.3 Any equivariant characteristic class of a bundle over a hyperKiihler manifold 
is associated to the characteristic class of the quotient bundle over the hyperKiihler reduction. 
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Chapter 4 
Equivariant Cohomology and the 
ADHM Construction 
We have most of the theory we need to make the calculations necessary to find the linking theory 
described by Anselmi. However we shall see that the situation is far from plain (or plane) sailing. 
4.1 Applications to the ADHM construction 
We wish to apply the results on equivariant integration and localisation for hyperKahler quotients 
to the ADHM construction. Here it is better to pass to the "complex" version given by 
which has the moment map 
{1(T, P) == ~&1(T*T + PP*) 
where ~&1 is the complexification of the operation of taking the quaternionic imaginary part and 
* means taking the quaternionic conjugate of the complex adjoint. 
The reason for this change of approach is that 
M == fm~II/IO(k) 9! fm~/IIIU(k) 
and U(k) is connected and has a simpler Lie algebra structure than O(k). We may also describe 
the maximal torus of U(k) more simply than O(k) and we will be using this to assist us in our 
localisation. This does not affect any of our previous results. 
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· 4.1.1 The Equivariant Euler Class 
Our first priority is to work out the fixed point set of the action of the maximal torus 
lrk c U(k). 
To do this, we take the decomposition 
where 
o 
By finding the fixed set of lri and the equivariant Euler class of its normal bundle in !)J1~ we will 
be able to apply our inductive formula. 
Let ~j E lri be the generator 
<;= 0 ~ D 
Then the vector field X{; on !)J1~ is given by 
o 
o 
where 
( 
T' Tl T2) 
T = Tt T" T4 ,and P = 
T; T: Till 
Let Singj consist of the points where X{; vanishes, i.e 
Singj : = { ([~' i" ~21' [ ~' 1) E!)J1~}. 
T; 0 Till P" 
Theorem 4.1.1 The Sl-equivariant Euler class e of the normal bundle of SingJ in !)J1~ is given 
by 
(
A )4k 
e(A) = 271" 
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Proof 
Set Vj = V(Singj '-+ 9Jl~), the normal bundle of Singj in 9Jl~. We notice that Singj is a vector 
subspace of 9Jl~, so 
canonically. So 
It can be shown that 
= [+ 
T (T,P) Singj ~ Singj, 
T(T,P)rot~ C>t 9Jl~, 
o 
Pi 
o 
o 
Tl E Cj - 1 ®IR IH, 
T4 E Ck - j ®IR IH, 
Pj EC ®IR IH 
Since Vj is an equivariant bundle, and the de-Rham operator is a perfectly good equivariant 
connection on Vi, we see automatically from (3.11) that the equivariant curvature 
Fg(d)(A{j) = .c~t· 
Now, 
0 
[+ TI ~4l · Pj [~ -Tl .c Vj 0 = Ai 0 A~j -T; 0 T* 4 
o 
More simply 
.c~ij(TI,T4,Pj) = (-iAT1,-iAT4 ,iAPi )· 
From this we are able to deduce that 
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0 
+ ]. Pj 0 
o 
• 
4.1.2 The Universal 2nd Chern Class 
In order to find the Universal equivariant 2nd Chern class, we apply the theory in 3.4.2 to the 
connection V that we created in Section 2.3. Recall that 
F(V) = v*d:R* /\ !fd:Rv. 
Using this it can be quite easily shown that for some section local section s E n° (Vllti E) and 
~ E u(k), we have 
Hence 
VXeS = X~.Jv*dvs 
= v*d(vs)(X~) 
= v*!!..-! (¢~~))* vs 
at t=o 
= v* (%tlt=o (¢~~))* v) s+ %t\t=o (¢i)* s 
= v* (~ ~) vs + £-es. 
F9(V)(~) = F(V) - v* (~ ~) v 
= v* (d:R* /\ !fd:R - (~ ~)) v 
and obviously our representative of the equivariant universal Chern class will be 
k 1 (~ ~) 44 k 
C (~) = 41l'2 tr F9(V')(~) /\ F9(V')(~) E nyk (IR x Vllc). 
However, ck is integrable but not smooth on the space of reducibles. To understand ck on the 
space of reducibles, if we look at C~x,T,P) for 
where To E IH, (Tl' Pd E Vll~-l and x 1:- To, then it is straightforward to show that 
C~x,T,P)(~) = C(;,il,Pl)(~r) 
where ~1 is the element of Lielfk - 1 got from ~ by removing the first row and column. But, 
r c~x t p) (~)dx = k iIR4 ' , 
for all irreducible (t, p) E Vllt. 
Lemma 4.1.2 For the above (T, P) 
~ictx,T,P)(~) = c(;,h ,Ptl (6) + c5(x - To)d(x - Toh /\ d(x - Toh /\ d(x - Toh /\ d(x - Tok 
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where £1 : Sing~ '-+ 9Jt~ is inclusion and if 
we let 
Proof 
Set 
o 
62 
~= 
( 
~Ol1 
~1 = ( 
62 
L(~) = (~ ~). 
The splitting of the matrix L(~) is in terms of the splitting of (k ®IR IH EB (2. We have another 
splitting to consider here due to separating T into To and T l . Let 
We have 
~ ( (To - x)* 0 0 ) _ (-xo 0) 
(x,T,P) = 0 (Tl - d)* Pl - 0 ~1 
where Xo = x - To and ~1 = :R(x,T),PJ)' Now 
where :71 = (~1:Ri)-1. Since we have difficulties with this when x = To, we make a small 
adjustment depending on a parameter p which we will shrink to O. 
Set 
Define 
rZlp = Jl. - :R*:7p:R = ( (p2+~oI2) 
where rZl1 = Jl. - ~i:71:Rl' We note that 
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So we have 
Now the terms of the form 
are distributional in the limit as Pii --+ 0, so it is worth integrating them against a compactly 
supported test function f : 1R4 --+ IR that is, calculating 
l p4 lim (2 I 12tf(y)dy. P-40 1R4 P + y 
It isn't hard to show that as distributions 
p4 71"2 
lim = -8(y), 
p-40 (p2 + ly12)4 6 
4 
lim p = ° 
P-40 (p2 + IY12)3 
and after a little work is is possible to show that 
4 
lim p = ° 
P-40 (p2 + ly12)2 
as a distribution. We are therefore left with the result that 
Lrcfx,T,P)(~) = C~;}1,Pl)(6) + 8(x - To)d(x - Toh 1\ d(x - Toh 1\ d(x - Toh 1\ d(x - Tok 
as stated. 
For a submanifold ~ C 1R4 , define 
JLk(~)(T,P)(~) = r ctx,T,P)(~) = r ctx,T,P) (0 1\ PD(~)x' lXE~ lXEIR4 
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• 
Corollary 4.1.3 With T, P, t1 as above, we have 
Corollary 4.1.4 If t is the inclusion of the set of points of VJl~ fixed under lJ"k, and Pi : VJl~ ---t 
1R4 is the projection T t-t Tii then 
k 
t*JLk(E)(~) = LPiPD(E). 
i=l 
for some I'(E) E n3-dimE(U(k)s~(1»)' andp1 the projection as in Corollary 4.1.4. 
Proof 
Now, we have a chain of quotients 
U(k)Sp{1) 
U 
Mk 
So the form 1r*P* JLk(E) is now a closed, U(k)-basic 4-dim E degree form on VJl~. Since JLk(E)(~) E 
nU(k) (VJl~) was formed using equivariant Chern-Wei! theory and by Lemma 3.4.2, we have 
Also by Corollary 4.1.3 we have 
Thus 
The left hand side is independent of~, so dll (f3k - 1 - tif3k ) (~) is an exact, U(k)- basic form, thus 
the right hand side is in the same de Rham cohomology class as the left. The result follows since 
1r*p*JLk(E), 1r*p*JLk-1(E) and the Poincare dual are U(k)Sp(l)-basic. By construction, tidllf3k 
does not depend on To and thus agrees with d ll f3 k - 1 giving the result. • 
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4.1.3 Integrability of the Donaldson J-t map 
What is not altogether clear is that the form representing the Donaldson polynomial is actually 
integrable. Indeed there are various technicalities in forming the these polynomials that Donald-
son and Kronheimer discuss in Chapter 9 of [131. Our approach will be from a functional analytic 
viewpoint. 
Definition 4.1.6 Given compact submanifolds E1 , ••• El of \R4 we define the Donaldson func-
tional on compactly supported functions of U(k)~(l) by 
This is certainly well defined, the above argument shows that the representatives of the JL classes 
on the reducible space are distributional in nature and integrable, and thus the integral exists for 
any compactly supported function cP. 
4.1.4 Computing the integrals 
We must, however, make a slight alteration to the situation since the action of U(k) is not free 
on ;1-1(0). Instead we choose (0 E ~IH and change the moment map to 
;1(T, P) = C;S(T*T + P P*) - (~:n.. 
We have to decide on how best to approach the integration. 
Let E1, •.. ,El be compact submanifolds of \R4 of dimensions d1 , .. , ,dl respectively such that 
I 
~)4 - di ) = 8k - 3, 
i=l 
that is 
I 
'E di = 41 - 8k + 3. 
i::::l 
Then a = JL(Ed 1\ ... 1\ fJ,(E1) is represented by a form of top degree on J\'h. 
Now the de-Rham operator d splits on \R4 x Mk 
where 6 is the de Rham differential on M. Since both U(k) and Sp(l) act trivially on \R4, we see 
that 
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for any 'TJ E no (1R4 x rot~), where following the notation in Chapter 2, we reserve d for the de-
Rham differential on 1R4 and 8 the differential on rot~ and the total differential d = d + 8. Now 
suppose without loss of generality that ~1 is not a point, and that 31 is a Seifert surface spanning 
~1' i.e 831 = ~1. Then 
i.e 
Hence we may take 
and 
a: = 8f3. 
So as we saw above, 
since 
Donk(~I' ... ,~z)(¢) 
= r ¢j.l(~d /\ ... /\ j.l(~d i Mk 
= '-- p* ¢ p*d (j.l(3t) /\ ... /\ j.l(~d) /\ e iMk 
= '- eiwol.l Wo (4iwof.l Wo + 1) p* ¢ p* d (j.l(3t) /\ ... /\ j.l(~d) /\ e iMk 
p*¢p*d (j.l(3t) /\ ... /\ j.l(~l)) /\ e 
already has maximal degree. This form is associated to 
'TJ = 7r* (p*¢p*d (j.l(31 ) /\ •.• /\ j.l(~l)) /\ e) E nt~k) (rot~) , 
which is basic and de Rham closed by construction and compactly supported. 
We can now use Theorem 3.3.17 applied to this form. 
Donk (~1' ... ,~z)(¢) 
= (_~_)k _1_ 1 eiw!'\W+ilt112YPrev (z M e2izt1.Ww(z)4'TJ) Cly), 67rzv'2 ISkl J!JJt~ 
(67r:v'2) k ~! f!JJt
k 
eiW!'\W+ilt112YPrev (z M e2izt1.ww(z)4) (y'ij)'TJ, 
c 
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(4.1) 
and use the localisation theorem to prove 
Theorem 4.1. 7 
for .\ a suitable polynomial, and 'Y a topological object depending on the arrangements of the Ei 
in 1R4 and upon the test function ¢> • 
Proof 
We localise the integral with respect to the (k - 1}-torus in stead of the k-torus since there is a 
problem with the form e at IPI = 0 which is the fixed set of the full k-torus. We hope to be able 
to express the integral then in terms of the Donaldson polynomials for charge k = 1. We are not 
interested in the constant multiples that occur here, so they will be largely forgotten. 
Now restricted to the fixed set of the (k - I)-torus we have by Corollary 4.1.5 
where Pi are the projections described in Corollary 4.1.4. Thus the form of the Donaldson 
polynomial can be seen certainly as the product of a polynomial in I~I and a sum of integrals of 
the form 
where I is a subset of {I, ... ,l}, and B runs over all subsets that form a partition of {I, ... ,l} \I . 
• 
4.1.5 k = 1 Revisited from the Topological Viewpoint 
We present a slightly different approach to the theory of k = 1. Here we use the Poincare duality 
property detailed in Donaldson's paper (12]. We state it in the version it appears in [13J. 
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Lemma 4.1.8 (Corollary 5.3.3 of [13] p199) Let X be a simply connected Riemannian 4-
manifold and E --+ X have c2(E) = 1, and let r : X --+ 13X,E be any map into the space of 
the gauge equivalence classes of irreducible connections on E with the property that for all x, the 
connection r(x) is flat and trivial outside some ball of finite diameter centred on x. Then the 
composite 
is the Poincare duality isomorphism. 
Definition 4.1.9 We will call such a r a tractator 
We can prove this at the level of forms to show that in the case of X = S4 we have the following 
Lemma 4.1.10 For a tractator r : S4 --+ 1384 E , we have for each submanifold ~ of S4 , 
for any a E OdimE(S4), where tE is the inclusion of ~ in S4. 
Now, for € > 0 let 
mL = { (T, P) E m~ IIPI ~ €} 
and 
Me = (m~e#ffU(I»/Sp(I). 
This is a manifold with boundary. 
Let ~1' .. , ,~l be submanifolds of S4 with dimensions d1, ... ,d1 respectively such that 
d1 + ... + d1 = 4l - 5. 
Suppose w.l.o.g that ~1 is not a point and let 21 be a Seifert manifold for it. then from above 
we know that 
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Hence 
lim ( 1L(~1) 1\ ... 1\ /-t(~Z) 
c--tO 1M • 
lim ( 1L(2r) 1\ 1L(~2) 1\ ... 1\ 1L(~I) 
c--tO 18M. 
( T* 1L(2r) 1\ T* 1L(~2) 1\ ... 1\ T* 1L(~I) 1S4 
for some appropriate tractator T. 
= {PD(2r} 1\ PD(~2) 1\ ... 1\ PD(~I) 1S4 
I 
= intersection number of n ~i with 21 
i=2 
I 
= linking number of ~l and n Ei 
i=2 
The possible configurations for Donaldson numbers in the case k = 1 depend on the relation 
I L: d i = 4l - 8k + 3 = 41 - 5 
j=1 
where di is the dimension of the submanifold ~i. When 1 = 2, we know that d1 + d2 = 3, so the 
only possible configurations are 
4.1.6 Is there any linking for k 2: 2? 
It would be prudent to examine :P(~l' ... ,~l). Recall that 
:P(E1, ..• ,~I)(4)) 
= L-.x",:'¢ (pl(E') + ~P;PD(EI)) A ... A (pl(EI) + ~PjPD(EI)) 
and let us look at the various configurations. Choose submanifolds ~l, ... El of 1R4 of dimensions 
d1, ... ,dz respectively. Then 
I 
:L)4-di ) =8k-3 (4.2) 
i=l 
yields 
I 
L: di = 4l - 8k + 3. (4.3) 
i=1 
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Definition 4.1.11 Let K be a finite set. Then 
1. we call an n-tuple I of elements of K an ordered subset of K whenever I = (i1, ... ,ip) we 
have ij "I ir for all j "I r; 
2. we say n E I = (it, ... ,ip) if there is j such that ij = n; 
3. we shall write #1 = p if I = (it, .. . i p ); 
4. we shall say that a collection It, ... 1m of ordered subsets of K is a partition of K if for 
each n E K there is precisely one r such that n E Ir . 
Now as we said earlier, each term in P is ±Don1(Eh) IT;> 1 U(EI;) for ordered subsets 11, ... ,Ip 
that partition {I, ... ,I}. For this to give a nonzero contribution to P we need It to have at least 
2 elements and each of the other Ii at least 1 element. Now 11 must satisfy 
that is 
L:(4-dj )=8{1)-3=5 
jEh 
2: dj = 4#/t - 5. 
jEll 
Now we know that for each of Ij , j > 1 we need "(E l ;) "I 0 so we must have for each j > 2, 
2:(4 - dq) = 4 
qElj 
that is 
2:(dq ) = 4#Ij - 4. 
qElj 
Now 
j=1 n=1 jEl" 
p 
= 2: dj + 2: 2: dj 
jEll n=2 JEI" 
p 
= 4#It - 5 + 2)4#In - 4) 
n=2 
p 
= 42: #In - 5 - 4(p - 1) 
n=1 
= 4l- 4p-1. 
Thus we must have 
4l - 4p - 1 = 4l - 8k + 3 
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(4.4) 
(4.5) 
i.e. 
p = 2k-1. 
So k controls the number of ordered subsets of {I, ... ,l} that form a partition, moreover this 
number has to be odd. 
However, if we examine the form of 'Y more closely, 
we see that each term is the product of sums of k terms, so for any ordered subsets ft, ... ,Ip 
that partition {I, ... ,l} and give non-zero contribution to 'Y must satisfy 
p":; k. 
Thus we have 
k? p = 2k-1 
which is impossible for k E tN. Hence 'Y is a trivial topological number, assigning 0 to any set of 
submanifolds of 1R4 and any test function ¢. We have therefore proved 
Theorem 4.1.12 For k ? 2, and any compactly supported ¢ there are no anomalies, i.e for 
k?2 
for all submanifolds 2:1, ... ,2:/. 
We proved this for the resolution of the moduli space. Since the integral is identically 0 on 
the resolution, it must also be zero on the moduli space itself, thus agreeing with the infinite 
dimensional construction. 
4.1. 7 Concluding Remarks 
Although we have had something of a disappointment that there is no linking number for k > 1 
on the moduli space of instantons, nor on any resolutions, we have developed some potentially 
powerful techniques in finding formulre for the cohomology of a hyper Kahler reduction. One can 
hope that the technique for hyperKahler manifolds with boundaries may produce information 
about the topology of the higher instanton spaces by looking at the topology of the end and 
concluding that the Moduli space is a cone on this manifold. Also there may be something 
to be said about the perturbed moduli spaces with their relationship with the Seiberg-Witten 
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equations. The techniques introduced here may also provide valuable information about the 
non-Abelian Seiberg-Witten equations if we can compactify the gauge group. 
The techniques used here, I am sure, would be useful in proving similar results Quaternionic 
Kahler reductions, though it might be difficult to get Theorem 3.3.1 to work due to the non-
integrability of the complex structures. However, a similar result might be proved by looking at 
the sub bundle generated by the vector fields qJ(f,.. It may even be possible to produce similar 
results for Sasakian and 3-Sasakian manifolds whose foliation is induced by a group action. 
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